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1.	Executive Summary
As mountain biking becomes more popular the number of riders looking for new and interesting
places to ride continues to grow. Numerous towns, regions and countries around the world have
tapped into the lucrative mountain bike (MTB) visitor market, and the success of these initiatives,
many times in regional or remote locations previously unknown to tourists, has sparked interest
around the world.
Northern Tasmania is well placed to become a national and potentially international MTB
destination. The region has obvious natural advantages with wild, iconic natural and cultural
landscapes that are already a major attraction for visitors to the area. The terrain and diversity
of environments in a relatively small area offers a strong appeal to MTB visitors. However MTB
Tourism is in its infancy in Northern Tasmania.
There is a lot of work required before Northern Tasmania can claim to be, or actively market
itself, as a MTB destination. The existing trail infrastructure has evolved over time and in most
cases has not been planned or purpose built. As a result the trails are currently not at the
standard available at other competing MTB destinations in Australia and New Zealand. The
level of directional signage, maps and other information is also virtually non-existent. For
‘independent’ or ‘destination’ mountain bikers, which represent one of the largest potential
markets, information is critical. Visitors want to know, usually before they arrive, what type of
riding is available, where the trails are located, how they access the start of the trail, how
technically difficult the trails are, what sort terrain and environment they will be riding in and how
the trails are connected with other services and support facilities. For the vast majority of trails
across the Northern region this information is unavailable. The only way for visiting MTB riders
to experience the region currently is during an event, on a commercial guided tour or with the
support of a local ‘guide’.
However, the picture is not all negative and there are some positive signs which suggest that
with some targeted investment Northern Tasmania could establish itself as a MTB destination in
a relatively short space of time. In recent years the region has seen the number of authorised
trails and riding areas increase dramatically. Land managers have become increasingly
accepting of mountain biking as a legitimate and appropriate activity and this has been backed
up with investment in, and support for, MTB developments. Two mountain bike specific tour
companies have established in the region and they continue to experience growth in business.
The Blue Dragon Challenge, a two day endurance race around the Blue Tier and Derby, has
established itself on the national event calendar and raised the profile of the region significantly.
There are professional trail building companies that have established and are currently working
on MTB trail development projects in the North.
This report considers the type and extent of the existing MTB visitor markets and makes an
assessment of the markets offering the most potential for the Northern region. The report considers
the potential economic benefits of MTB tourism and considers the lessons that can be learned
from established MTB destinations around the world. Looking at success factors in other
destinations, the report recommends various strategies for the development of Northern Tasmania
as a MTB destination (see table A). In order to implement the strategies in table A an attempt was
made to highlight the priorities for funding across the region, both in general terms and specifically
related to trail infrastructure developments. Tables B, C and D attempt to summarise the
development priorities for the region and indicate the magnitude of costs expected over time.
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Table A: Strategies for the Development of Northern Tasmania as a MTB destination
Signage, Maps and Information
1

Adopt a regionally consistent approach to signage (trails, maps, bike friendly businesses)

2

Consider branding all MTB trails in the region that are targeted at visitors (like the 60 Great Short Walks)

3

Trails to be promoted to visitors should have signs that clearly identify trail access points, directional
arrows at intersections and trail difficulty indicated at key points on the trail

4

Use the IMBA Australia trail classification system on signs to illustrate trail difficulty (white circle, green
circle, blue square, black diamond and double black diamond)

5

Develop trail maps and brochures that clearly indicate directions to the trail head, trail access points,
length of the trail, average time to complete, terrain/profile, technical difficulty, support services (food,
water, toilets, parking, mobile phone coverage)

New Trail Development
6

Initial trail developments should look for quick wins, realistic and achievable projects in the shortest
time possible.

7

Initial effort should be directed to trail developments where there is already landowner and community
support and some detailed planning completed.

8

New trail development should be purpose built singletrack where possible.

9

New trail developments targeting visitors should where possible focus on natural, wild, rugged and
iconic locations the Tasmanian brand is built on.

10

New trail developments targeting visitors should link with existing tourist attractions where possible.

11

Where possible new trail developments should be concentrated around population centres to generate
support and economic benefits for local communities.

12

Initial trail developments should be concentrated around one or two central hubs and focus on areas
with an existing profile and trail networks that can be built on.

13

As the market share grows and the economic benefits are demonstrated, attempts should be made to spread
trail development throughout the region and look for ways to link riding areas, ideally with off road links.

Maintenance and Improvements to Existing Trails
14

Where possible and cost effective, upgrade and maintain existing trails to improve sustainability.

15

Where appropriate to the trail classification, install technical trail features within or near existing trail
corridor to increase the appeal to riders.

16

Review trails on a 5-10 year cycle to add technical features, realign or make adjustments to keep the
product fresh and interesting for riders.

Planning
17

New trails should not be developed without detailed planning which clearly identifies the target market
(including style of riding and technical difficulty), route alignment (including land ownership), method of
construction, costs of development and ongoing maintenance, community support and potential
funding sources.

Trail Access
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18

Work with land managers to identify trails and areas that can be opened up to mountain bike access.

19

Work with Parks and Wildlife Service to develop a statewide policy on MTB access on reserved lands
which clearly identifies where mountain bikes are allowed on reserved lands (including a review of the
classification of mountain bikes as ‘vehicles’ under the Tasmanian National Parks and Reserves
Management Act 2002).

20

Given the costs of building and maintaining trails, the standard policy position should be for all new
MTB trails to be designed, constructed and available as shared use trails.
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Support Facilities
21

Focus on developing quality trails and installing good signage before looking to improve support
facilities to make riding areas more attractive to the broadest possible market.

22

Ensure some riding areas remain relatively natural or untouched as the wild and rugged nature of
Tasmania and the sense of adventure is an attraction and potential point of difference.

Marketing and Promotion
23

Once the trails, signage and other product are market ready, develop a marketing strategy with a
strong emphasis on creative on-line content and innovative approaches to marketing using the latest
cutting edge technology and popular media.

24

Develop a highly interactive website containing all information and links relating to MTB in the North

25

Work with the State Government and other stakeholders to develop a Tasmanian MTB website or
broader Tasmanian trails website which can direct visitors to the Northern MTB website.

26

Attract visiting journalists to events and new trail developments to help build the profile of the region.

27

Roll out a series of MTB friendly workshops for businesses and communities that will be a focus for
infrastructure developments (eg Launceston, Lilydale, Scottsdale, Derby, Weldborough, St Helens, Deloraine).

28

Adapt the Meander Valley cycle friendly business logo for use to promote MTB friendly businesses and
communities across the North.

Event
29

Continue to support and promote the Blue Dragon as the main event to promote MTB in the region

30

Supporting new events to establish where the event is consistent with any branding and marketing strategies
and there is clearly defined market that will not compete with or dilute participation in other events.

MTB Tour Product
31

Support existing and new tour providers to develop, expand and promote their product in the region.

Private Land
32

Work with private land owners to explore options for publicly accessible trails

Governance and Partnerships
33

NTD or SRT to establish a regional working group to progress the recommendations in this report.

34

Project working teams should visit Mainland Australia and New Zealand to learn from established
destinations and competitors during the planning stages of significant projects.

Trail Construction Methods
35

Adopt the sustainable trail construction methodology promoted by the International Mountain Bicycle
Association as the minimum standard for trail construction across the region

36

Encourage the use of rock, compacted gravel or similar hard wearing surface finish on suitably
designed and located trails to ensure trails are rideable year round in all weather conditions.

37

Use professional trail builders with the support of volunteers where possible.

38

Construct machine built trail where conditions allow suitable access for sustainable trail alignment.

Research
39

Undertake periodic targeted market research and modelling of the economic benefits of the trails
across the region.

Rider Behaviour and Education
40

Provide wash down stations at locations known to contain Phytophthora cinnamomi or significant weed
problems to minimise the spread to other riding areas

41

Through interpretation and education encourage adoption of IMBA ‘rules of the trail’, ‘Leave No Trace’
and other minimal impact principles by mountain bike riders, clubs, tour operators and trail advocates.
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Table B: Region wide development priorities and indicative costs
Proposed Development

Short Term Costs

Medium Term Costs

Long Term Costs

Development of trail maps and GPS data

$15

$15

$15K

Website development and maintenance

$20K

$5K

$5K

Development of PWS statewide MTB policy

$15K

MTB friendly workshops for businesses and communities

$5K

$10K

$5K

Development of regionally consistent signage template

$25K

Project team visits to NZ / Aus MTB destinations

$15K

$20K

Coordination of regional and local working groups

$2K

$5K

$8K

Market research and tracking visitor numbers

$30K

$40K

$50K

Support for new and existing events

$10K

$20K

Support for MTB tour providers

$10K

$20K

Development of MTB North brand and marketing plan

$30K

Development of Northern MTB rides brochure

$20K

Visiting journalist program

$20K

On line marketing
Totals

$40K
$50K

$147,000

$205,000

$173,000

Medium Term Costs

Long Term Costs

Table C: High priority infrastructure developments and indicative costs
Proposed Development

Short Term Costs

Derby / Blue Tier
Repair access road to top of Blue Tier (Poimena)

$25K

Upgrades to Blue Tier Descent

$200K

Identification of return loop to top of Blue Tier

$10K

Upgrade existing signage, maps and information

$15K

Blue Tier return loop / second descent and signage

$240K

Additional singletrack to connect loops from Derby

$100K

Hollybank
Track development Stage 1 (Joey Klein / FT plan)

$500K

Track development Stage 2 (Joey Klein / FT plan)
Totals
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$500K
$750,000

$840,000

$0

Table D: Medium priority infrastructure developments and indicative costs
Proposed Development

Short Term Costs

Medium Term Costs

Long Term Costs

Trevallyn
Complete track networks to high standard

$400K

Identification of safe access route from City

$10K

Signage and modifications of access route from the City

$80K

Regionally consistent signage, maps and information

$10K

Kate Reed
Complete track networks to high standard

$300K

Regionally consistent signage, maps and information

$5K

Flinders Experience
Feasibility study and Flinders Island Trail Plan

$50K

Western Tiers / Tasmania Trail
Investigate Tas Trail reroute options and discrete day rides
Explore MTB route options along Western Tiers

$15K
$50K

Regionally consistent signage, maps and information

$10K

North East Rail Trail
Tonganah to Ledgerwood trail development and signage $250K
Ledgerwood to Herrick (possible land purchases/leases)

$600K

Identification of route from Herrick to Derby / Blue Tier

$10K

Launceston to Tonganah trail development and signage

$1.5 million

Mt Helen – Mt Scott – Cukoo Falls
Route planning, costs and feasibility analysis

$20K

Trail construction and signage

$550K

$415K

Craggy Peaks
Secure landowner support and identify funding source

$2K

Complete original planned trail development and signage

$200K

Mt Victoria – Derby
Route planning, costs and feasibility analysis

$50K

Trail construction and signage
Totals

$1 million
$1,072,000

$1,450,000

$3,005,000

Various factors may influence where a particular trail, area or proposal sits in terms of priorities at any point in
time, but these tables represent an assessment of where the current priorities are. These tables show that an
initial investment of between $900,000 and $2 million in the short term (1-2 years) and an additional $2.5
million in the medium term (3-5 years) would establish the reputation of the Northern region as a one of the
major Australian MTB destinations. Once Northern Tasmania is on the MTB map, additional infrastructure
development and more targeted marketing in the long term will enable the region to respond to changing
market trends and remain a destination of choice for MTB riders for years to come.
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2.

Background

2.1	Introduction
In sport and recreation terms mountain biking is a relatively new activity that is still experiencing rapid growth
in popularity in Tasmania and around the world. As the popularity of the sport grows, so does the potential
mountain bike tourism market as riders seek out new, different and exciting places to ride. Various towns,
regions and countries around the world have already tapped into this lucrative market, and the success of these
initiatives, many times in regional or remote locations previously unknown to tourists, has sparked interest
around the world.
In the last decade Tasmania has begun to consider the potential to market itself as a mountain biking destination.
In 2005, Sport and Recreation Tasmania produced the report Mountain Biking in Tasmania: a summary of
current trends and future opportunities1 which first considered the potential for Tasmania to be a mountain bike
destination. Meander Valley Council released a report into the potential of developing cycle tourism products
for the Great Western Tiers area in 20052, and although focused on cycling broadly, the report did make
some recommendations around attracting mountain bike riders to the area. The first serious attempt to identify
the mountain bike tourism market for Tasmania was in the report Mountain Bike Tourism Market Profile for
Tasmania3, commissioned by Tourism Tasmania in 2008. This report informed the Tasmanian Mountain Bike
Plan4, and in particular the Marketing Strategy5 which focused on the marketing of Tasmania as a mountain
biking destination for visitors.

2.2	Why Mountain Bike Tourism in Northern Tasmania?
Tasmania is an established nature-based tourism and bushwalking destination, well-known for its wild and
iconic natural and cultural landscapes. Research undertaken by Tourism Tasmania indicates that mountain
bikers, particularly those interested in ‘cross country’ or ‘all mountain’ riding, are seeking similar experiences to
those of bushwalkers – escape, adventure and challenge in ‘wild’ and beautiful places6. This type of mountain
biking is a good fit with the Tasmanian tourism brand. Furthermore, recent data recognises the primary motivator
for visitors to Northern Tasmania is nature based experiences7. With the growth in mountain biking participation,
along with the obvious natural attractions of the region, Northern Tasmania Development (NTD), who
commissioned this study, is keen to explore the potential to tap into the emerging mountain bike tourism market
on a regional scale.

	Ryan (2005), Mountain Biking in Tasmania: A summary of current trends and future opportunities, Sport and Recreation Tasmania.

1

	Group Work (2005) Cycling Tourism in Meander Valley and the Great Western Tiers, A report into the potential of developing cycling products for the
Great Western Tiers tourism area.

2

	Inspiring Place (2008), Mountain Bike Tourism Market Profile for Tasmania, Tourism Tasmania.

3

	Sport and Recreation Tasmania (2009), Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan: Main Report, Department of Economic Development, Tourism and the Arts
(DEDTA), Hobart.

4

5

Sport and Recreation Tasmania (2010), Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan: Marketing Strategy, DEDTA, Hobart.

6

Inspiring Place (2008), Mountain Bike Tourism Market Profile for Tasmania, Tourism Tasmania.

7

BDA Marketing Planning (2011) Northern Tasmania: A Demand Update, presentation, NTD Regional Tourism Forum, Launceston.
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2.3	Outcomes Sought
The anticipated outcome of the project was the identification of existing and potential capacity
for development of mountain bike experiences within the Northern region, as well as identification
of planning and infrastructure works required for Northern Tasmania to become a world class
mountain biking experience.

2.4	Methodology
The project involved four discrete stages which are outlined below.

Literature Review
This stage of the project involved a review of the Mountain Bike Tourism Market Profile for
Tasmania (2008) and the Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan (2009) to understand the current
thinking around mountain bike markets and visitor profiles in Tasmania. These reports were
reviewed to identify any specific recommendations relating to proposed infrastructure
developments or marketing opportunities relevant to Northern Tasmania. The currency of these
documents was assessed in the light of national and international research on mountain bike
tourism and reviewed with key stakeholders.

Survey Analysis
Part of the development of the Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan involved a survey of mountain bike
riders to build a profile of rider characteristics and preferences and identify popular riding
locations and potential development sites. Of the Tasmanian respondents 61% were from the
South, 32% from the North and 7% from the North West regions. It is the responses of Northern
respondents that were used as the basis of the survey analysis in this stage8. This survey analysis
provided an insight into the existing and potential mountain bike opportunities in the region.

Stakeholder Consultation
Consultations were undertaken with a range of stakeholders including local and State
Government, public and private land managers, mountain bike (MTB) event organisers, MTB
tour operators, MTB clubs, bicycle user groups and trail builders. Stakeholders were identified
by the consultant and Northern Tasmania Development staff. A combination of workshops, face
to face meetings and phone conversations were held with a total of 26 key stakeholders
representing 24 different organisations (see Attachment A). The consultation process had a
variety of aims, however the primary focus was to gather detailed local information relating to
mountain biking in the Northern region from stakeholders with a particular interest in mountain
biking, or more specifically mountain bike tourism.

Assessment of development opportunities and report preparation
The final stage of the project involved compiling the findings from the previous stages of the
project into a draft final report which identified various actions and strategies to progress the
development of Northern Tasmania as a mountain bike destination, and where possible costs
for discrete initiatives were identified. The draft report was circulated by Northern Tasmania
Development among representatives of each of the 8 councils in the region along with selected
key stakeholders involved in the previous consultation phase. The final report (this document) was
prepared after consideration of the feedback received by NTD in response to the draft report.
	Sport and Recreation Tasmania filtered the survey results so that each question could be analysed using only the responses of
riders from a single region. The authors wish to thank Sport and Recreation Tasmania for making this Northern survey data
available for the current project.
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2.5	Scope
Mountain biking is a new and continually evolving sport and recreation activity. There are
various ‘styles’ of riding or different ‘types’ of mountain biking with the common element being
that the riding is off road or sealed paths and the bikes have wide tyres that can cope with a
variety of natural surfaces including rock, gravel and dirt. In some respects the
diversity of mountain biking reflects the different types of mountain bikes available
Mountain biking is a new and
(with the distinction in type often based on the type of suspension, frame, and
continually evolving sport and
running gear).The diversity of mountain bikes also reflects the nature of the trails or
recreation activity and not all
experiences different riders seek. Ultimately there is a continuum of riding styles that
mountain biking is the same;
have considerable overlap in some areas. The important thing to note is that while
the types of bikes different
‘mountain biking’ is an all-encompassing term, the types of bikes different riders
riders use, and the types of
use, and the types of trails and infrastructure they require, can be very different. The
trails they require can be
list below provides a brief summary of the commonly used terms to describe the
very different.
different styles of mountain biking9. This report takes a broad view of mountain
biking which encompasses all the styles of riding outlined below.
Table 1: Types of mountain biking
Type of
Mountain Biking

Description

Cross Country (XC)

Cross country is a broad term which can be used to describe a wide
range of riding from novice or beginner riding on relatively flat trails with
limited technical features, through to more advanced riding by experienced
riders on technical trails with considerable elevation changes, including
technical downhill sections. Cross country bikes can range from lightweight
hard tail bikes with short travel suspension designed for racing through to
dual suspension and longer travel suspension bikes designed for
endurance riding or trail riding (see below).

All Mountain / Trail

All mountain and trail riding are more recent terms that reflect the evolution
of cross country bikes towards dual suspension and longer travel
suspension which are more popular with recreational riders looking for a
bike that can handle a range of trail conditions including more technical
and gravity oriented sections of trails. These bikes allow riders to explore
a greater range of trails and travel longer distances in relative comfort.

Downhill (DH) /
Gravity

Downhill and gravity riding as the name suggests is used to describe riding
downhill (with the aid of gravity), with speed, jumps, berms, drops and
other technical features as common elements. These riders are often
distinguished by the use of full faced helmets and body armour (particularly
in competition). This type of riding typically involves lift access or car
shuttles to access trails or ‘runs’ from a high point at the top of a hill with
heavy bikes not designed to be ridden uphill. Downhill has more of a
competitive connotation than gravity riding which is a more encompassing
term that has some overlap with freeriding. The broader term gravity riding
is also used to describe more recent racing disciplines of four cross and
dual slalom where riders ride head to head on the one track (four riders in
four cross) or two parallel tracks (dual slalom). Dirt jumps are common
elements in the tracks used in these disciplines.

	International Mountain Bicycling Association (2007) Managing Mountain Biking: IMBA’s guide to providing great riding, Boulder;
Sport and Recreation Tasmania (2009) Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan: Attachments, Department of Economic Development,
Tourism and the Arts, Hobart; Tourism Business Essentials (2008) Mountain Bike Tourism, Tourism British Columbia; Ryan (2005)
Mountain Biking in Tasmania: a summary of current trends and future opportunities, Sport and Recreation Tasmania, Hobart.
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Table 1: Types of mountain biking Continued...
Type of
Mountain Biking

Description

Freeriding (FR) /
North Shore

North Shore was a term that originated in Canada initially to describe a
style of riding based around man made wooden technical trail features on
the North Shore of Vancouver. As the style of riding spread and the range
of natural and manmade features evolved the term freeriding was adopted
to describe a style of riding which is a cross between cross country and
downhill, with an emphasis on the technical trail features, but not
necessarily the speed associated with downhill.

Dirt Jump

Dirt jumping usually occurs in relatively confined areas with a series of dirt
jumps in various lines or runs from a starting hill or mound. The bikes used
are specifically designed for jumping and are closely aligned to BMX or
‘street’ bikes. A more recent evolution has been the ‘pump track’ which is
based on a small oval or circular track with a series of small jumps and
berms where riders generate initial speed to carry them through the course
without pedalling.

Mountain Bike Touring /
Rail Trails

This is at the softer end of the mountain bike spectrum and overlaps with
novice or beginner cross country riding. There is also some cross over with
broader cycle touring markets. These riders often seek relatively flat trails
off road, often old rail trails, fire trails or gravel multi-use paths. They may
use ‘hybrid’ bikes which have no suspension or cross country/all mountain
bikes. This type of riding is often the first exposure to off road riding or
‘mountain biking’ for many people. At the more experienced end some
riders undertake mountain bike journeys carrying gear in bags on or
attached to their bikes to allow riding on rougher trails.

Mt Stronach
Photo courtesy of Vertigo MTB
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2.6	Study Area
The study area for the project was Northern Tasmania (see Map 1). The Northern Tasmania
region is defined by the boundaries of the 8 Local Government Areas (LGAs) in the North East
of Tasmania including: Meander Valley and West Tamar Councils which define the Western
boundary; George Town, Dorset and Flinders Councils which define the Northern boundary;
Break O’ Day Council which defines the Eastern boundary; Northern Midlands Council which
defines the Southern boundary; and Launceston City Council which is centrally located within
the region.

N

NORTHERN TASMANIAN COUNCILS
1 Flinders Council

N

2 George Town Council
3 Dorest Council
NORTHERN
TASMANIAN COUNCILS
4
15
2
6

West Tamar Council
Flinders
Council
Launceston
City Council
George
Town
Council
Meander Valley
Council

3
Council
7 Dorest
Break O'Day
Council
West Tamar
CouncilCouncil
84 Northern
Midlands
5 Launceston City Council
6 Meander Valley Council
7 Break O'Day Council
8 Northern Midlands Council
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Wellington Creek Track, Blue Tier
Photo courtesy of Vertigo MTB
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3.	Current Riding Opportunities
Table 2 summarises the current supply of recognised mountain bike opportunities in Northern Tasmania.
Map 2 provides an indication of where various riding areas are distributed throughout the Northern region.
At the request of some land managers some sites that were included in the initial inventory, which was
adapted from the audit of trails in the Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan10, were removed from Table 2. There was
a fear that recognising unauthorised trails and riding areas in a public document gave them a degree of
legitimacy and may potentially attract riders to seek out and explore areas where they are not permitted
to ride. Similarly, there are private riding areas that have not been included in Table 2. Only those private
areas that have been used for events were included.
Table 2: Supply of riding areas in the Northern Region
Existing
Locations

Nearest Town

Type of
Riding

Land
Manager

Comments/Status

Trevallyn NRA

Trevallyn

XC/DH

PWS

Trail upgrades, reroutes, closures and new trail
development occurring with funding from Sport and
Recreation Tasmania (SRT). Approximately 36km of trails
including a large % of fire trails. Current development
focused on improving singletrack riding for MTB.

Kate Reed NRA

Prospect

XC

PWS

Trail upgrades, reroutes, closures and new trail
development occurring with funding from SRT.
Approximately 16km of trails with current development
focused on improving singletrack riding for MTB.

Blue Tier Area

Weldborough
/Derby

XC/DH

FT

Diversity of trails from small sections of purpose built
singletrack through to fire trails, old stock routes and
vehicle tracks used in Blue Dragon event. Access issues
with road to top of the Blue Tier Descent washed away
with recent flooding. $25K is required to fix road to
Poimena and Forestry Tasmania (FT) do not have funds
to repair. Currently accessible for 4WD.

Hollybank
Reserve

Underwood

XC

FT

Approximately 10km of existing trails and walking tracks
but additional trails have been marked within the reserve.
FT has a community agreement with Launceston Mountain
Bike Club (LMBC) to build trails. FT has applied
unsuccessfully
for Federal Government grants to develop trails.

Mt Arthur/
Hollybank SF

Underwood

XC/DH

FT

Two short downhill / free ride tracks have been
developed since the International Mountain Bicycling
Association (IMBA) trail building workshop was held
there. Have been issues with area being logged and
tracks damaged in the past.

Ben Lomond SF

Nunamara

XC/DH

FT/PWS

Largely fire trails and vehicle tracks used in tours and
Ben Lomond Descent race. Majority of the descent
singletrack is located on Gunns Land. Working forest
may offer limited attraction to visitors.

Public Land

10

Sport and Recreation Tasmania (2009), Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan: Main Report, Department of Economic Development, Tourism and the Arts, Hobart.
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Table 2: Supply of riding areas in the Northern Region Continued...
Existing
Locations

Nearest Town

Type of
Riding

Land
Manager

Comments/Status

Heritage Forest
Dirt Jump Park

Invermay

DJ

LCC

Largest purpose built DJ park in the north. Issues with
motor bike access and level of use low and could use
some maintenance. A lot of issues with vandalism of
rubbish bins, signs and seats.

Lilydale Dirt
Jump Park

Lilydale

DJ

LCC

First authorised dirt jump park built in the region. Limited
local use and largely overgrown.

Youngtown
Regional Park

Youngtown

XC

LCC

Small area of walking tracks/singletrack used by the
LMBC for twilight races.

Tasmania Trail

Poatina, Mole
Creek,
Bracknell,
Deloraine

XC/DH

FT/PWS

Largely on State Forest/Private land and used as MTB
touring route. Combination of vehicle tracks, forestry
roads fire trails and small sections of singletrack/
walking tracks.

Craggy Peaks
and Surrounds

Rossarden

XC

FT

Small section of machine built singletrack developed
near resort development and a network of fire trails
and forestry roads that have been used in a previous
event. Jan Cameron recently purchased the resort.
Suggestions among some stakeholders there may be
interest in the original plans.

Scamander
State Forest

Scamander /
Beaumaris

XC

FT

Essentially fire trails, forestry roads and unauthorised
motor bike trails through State Forest.

Great World
Heritage Ride

Deloraine

Touring/
XC

MVC /
DIER/ FT

Road and off road touring route from Deloraine to Liffey
falls and return. Softer end of MTB market but not
suitable for road bikes.

West Riverside
Dirt Jumps

West Riverside

DJ

WTC

Dirt from Windsor Park and Legana DJ parks was
moved here for construction of the new DJ park.

Wyena

Lilydale

DH

Gunns

Two downhill tracks have been developed but only
accessible on club days and tours by permission.

Four Springs

Rosevale/
Selbourne

XC

Gunns

Combination of singletrack and fire trails/ forestry
roads only accessible on club event days.

Ravenswood

Ravenswood

XC

Private
property

Small section of singletrack only accessible on club
days and twilight races. Has been used for state cross
country rounds.

Blessington

Blessington

XC

Private
Farm

Private land used for recent LMBC 12 hour event and
tours by permission only.

Private Land
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Narawntapu National Park

13

DELORAINE

14

1

11

LAUNCESTON

16

2

8

7
4

9

17
18

CAMPBELL TOWN

5

LILYDALE

15

SCOTTSDALE

6

WELDBOROUGH

Ben Lomond
National Park

AVOCA

10

HERRICK
DERBY

3

12

ST HELENS

18 Blessington

17 Ravenswood

16 Four Springs

15 Wyena

14 West Riverside Dirt Jumps

13 Great World Heritage Ride

12 Scamander State Forest

11 Tasmanian Trail

10 Craggy Peaks & Surrounds

9 Youngtown Regional Park

8 Heritage Forest Dirt Jump Park

7 Lilydale Dirt Jump Park

6 Ben Lomond SF

5 Mt Arthur/Hollybank SF

4 Hollybank Reserve

3 Blue Tier Area

2 Kate Reed NRA

Freycinet National Park

Douglas-Apsley
National Park

LEGEND
1 Trevallyn NRA

Bay of Fires Conservation Area

Mount William National Park

N

3.1 Suitability of Current Opportunities for Visitors
The current riding
opportunities in Northern
Tasmania are limited; there
are very few purpose-built
MTB trails and nothing is
‘product ready’ with the level
of signage, maps and
information required by
visitors. This represents one
of the most significant hurdles
to any attempts to market
Northern Tasmania as a
mountain bike destination.

In terms of identifying potential areas that visitors to Northern Tasmania could ride
the information in Table 2 and Map 2 is fairly limited. Many trails in these areas
are unauthorised, very few opportunities are purpose built for mountain biking and
none have the level of signage, maps and information that would be required by
visitors. Very few locations have any significant distance of trails and the locations
that do generally utilise a majority of fire trails and vehicle tracks through State
Forest rather than purpose built singletrack. There is a limited supply of downhill
opportunities across the region and there is a limited supply of authorised purpose
built singletrack. There are simply not enough authorised places for people to ride
mountain bikes in Northern Tasmania.

The audit of tracks as part of the Trevallyn NRA and Kate Reed NRA Track
Strategies revealed that over a five year period the network of unauthorised tracks
at Trevallyn had more than doubled with 10km of new unauthorised singletrack
over 5 years, and at Kate Reed unauthorised tracks had increased from less than
2km to over 10 km in four years. The report noted that unauthorised track
construction illustrated an unmet local demand for tracks generally, but more specifically it
indicated that mountain bike riders were after mountain bike singletrack.
11

The current riding opportunities in Northern Tasmania are clearly limited and nothing is ‘product
ready’ to promote at this point in time. This represents the one of the most significant hurdles to
any attempts to market Northern Tasmania as a mountain bike destination. Without quality trail
infrastructure, Northern Tasmania will not be able to market itself successfully as a mountain
bike destination.
It was noted by stakeholders on several occasions that although there appeared to be a lot of
places to ride, there was no website or other central source of information to plan trips/rides.
This fact, along with the minimal roadside, trail head and directional signage and the absence
of any detailed trail maps, means that when visitors arrive in Northern Tasmania they cannot
expect to know where to go without going on a guided tour or somehow tapping into
local knowledge.
Therefore, Table 2 really just provides a starting point to identify areas of interest among riders
and potential areas where there may be opportunities to attract visiting mountain bikers in the
future. In some cases this will involve new purpose built singletrack trail developments and in
other cases it may simply involve upgrades and improvements to existing trails and riding areas.
In other situations it may involve opening up access to existing trails that are either unauthorised
currently or not known among the wider riding community. The legacy of 150 years of forestry
and mining activity across the region is an extensive network of tracks and trails; many that are
overgrown and with some clearing, track work, signage, maps and other information could be
attractive to a segment of the visitor market. Tasmania’s two most notable mountain bike events,
Wildside MTB and the Blue Dragon Challenge, both effectively tapped into existing trail
networks in unique and attractive natural settings that were established through mining and
forestry activities.

	Parks and Wildlife Service (2009) Trevallyn Nature Recreation Area and Kate Reed Nature Recreation Area Draft Track Strategy
Background Report, Department of Environment, Parks, Heritage and the Arts, Hobart.
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4.	Existing Mountain Bike Tourism Product
The Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan Marketing Strategy12 provides an accurate overview of the
existing mountain bike tourism product in Tasmania:

There is a limited supply of mountain bike specific tourism products
in Tasmania. The lack of tourism products is, in part, indicative of the
limited amount of high quality MTB specific infrastructure in the state,
which can be utilised and promoted by tourism operators. As is the case
for event tourism, there is significant scope to further grow the existing
mountain bike tour products, and develop new products.
page 36

4.1	Guided Mountain Bike Tours
There are two operators based in Launceston that current run tours in the Northern region:
Mountain BIKE! Tasmania and Vertigo MTB. There are also mainland companies who
occasionally run tours in Tasmania, the most notable of these is Bike Beyond who run annual
tours in Tasmania. Below is a brief description of the products offered by these three
companies.

Mountain BIKE! Tasmania
Mountain Bike Tasmania was the first mountain bike specific tourism operator to establish in
Tasmania and has been running mountain bike (MTB) tours in the North for over 3 years.
Mountain Bike Tasmania primarily provides day rides out of Launceston with the Ben Lomond
Descent their most recognised and popular ride. Table 3 briefly summarises the product Mountain
Bike Tasmania currently offer in the Northern region.
Most of their customers described themselves as experienced riders but in reality come with
beginner or novice technical ability and typically are looking for challenging rides but not
necessarily highly technical trails. The majority of the market appears to be somewhere between
beginner and advanced riders (see Section 6).
There is a deliberate focus on the North because all trips are all based out of Launceston, so
the company look for rides that are easily accessible in a day trip from the city. The company
knows the North better than other regions and believe there are enough trail options to keep
them occupied.
The owner of the company up until recently also owned an outdoor store in
Launceston, but sold the shop to focus full time on the MTB tour business.
The company plans to expand and diversify their products into areas such as multiday tours, school groups and conference groups.
One of the major impediments to growth includes the lack of quality trail
infrastructure, specifically purpose built singletrack that is not too technical. The
company would like to run multi-day tours completely off road because linking
sections with road based riding is not desirable from a risk management perspective
or customer experience point of view.
12

Mountain Bike Tasmania
plans to expand and diversify
their products but indicates
one of the major impediments
to growth includes the lack
of quality trail infrastructure,
specifically purpose built
singletrack that is not too
technical.

	Sport and Recreation Tasmania (2010) Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan: Marketing Strategy, Department of Economic Development,
Tourism and the Arts, Hobart.
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Table 3: Mountain BIKE! Tasmania Northern products
Northern
Products

Major
Market

Secondary
Market

Typical Rider Profile

Popularity

Ben Lomond
Descent

Interstate

International

Novice riders with low technical
skill, young professional couples,
MTB primary purpose of visit
but build other activities around
the trip

Most popular product,
particularly on weekends for
Melbourne and Sydney visitors
on short break, most media
profile for this product

Trevallyn Reserve

Interstate

International

Novice to experienced riders
some with low to medium
technical skill, young professional
couples, MTB primary purpose
of visit but build other activities
around the trip

Second most popular product.
Technically harder than Ben
Lomond so need to be careful
on route selection and directing
appropriate clients

Riverside Trails

Interstate

International

Families, novice/beginner riders

Occasional tours with
limited demand

Tasmania Trail
(Descent from top
of Poatina Hill)

International

Interstate

Experienced riders with
advanced skills riding all
mountain / downhill bikes,
MTB sole purpose of visit

Limited interest and likely to
cancel this option based
on interest and quality of
the trail

Blue Tier Descent

Interstate

International

Experienced riders with
advanced skills riding all
mountain / downhill bikes,
MTB sole purpose of visit

Limited popularity once
difficulty and experience
needed is communicated to
potential clients

Multi-day Tours

Interstate

International

Experienced riders with
advanced skills riding all
mountain / downhill bikes,
MTB sole purpose of visit

Not advertised and held on
request only but looking to
develop a product – limited by
supply of trails. Increasingly
working with other international
operators.

Bike Hire

Interstate

International

Non mountain bike riders just
seeking a bike to hire to ride
local multi-use trails

On demand run out of
Mountain Designs store
previously – will be offered
through local MTB shop
Sprung in the future.

More information on Mountain BIKE! Tasmania can be found at their website:
www.mountainbiketasmania.com.au

Mountain Bike Tour Group, Central Plateau
Photo courtesy of Mountain Bike Tasmania
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Vertigo MTB
Vertigo MTB is a newly established operator offering multi-day guided mountain
bike tours that are aimed at high end riders. The tours are all pre-sold package
tours with a focus on premium product. The current focus is on tours around the
North West because of the extent of infrastructure and trails available. The
company have recently scoped out rides around Mt Wellington in the South and
plan to develop a product around the popular North – South track. The company
recognise that there is some potential to run tours around the Blue Tier but they have
not developed a suitable 2-3 day itinerary in the North yet. The possibility is that
they will run a combined trip with rides in Launceston and the Blue Tier and
package these with wineries or other tourism product.

Vertigo MTB believes both the
quality and quantity of riding
are key factors impacting on
their ability to attract the high
end tour market. They believe
30-50km of purpose built
singletrack across the North
East would be required to
attract the market that
specifically travels for MTB
experiences.

Given the focus on the high end market, the company want to run tours on high
quality, purpose built singletrack that is fun to ride. They believe they are competing
for a market that will travel internationally to go mountain bike riding so both the
quality and quantity of riding that are key factors impacting on their ability to attract
the high end market. The company has produced a development plan for a series of singletrack
trails in Forest Reserves across the North East. This is a high level document which identifies the
company’s preferred locations for purpose built trail development. Ideally they want to see 3050km of purpose built singletrack across the North East on the basis that:

It is the quantity of quality trail that will bring people here, keep
them here and keep them coming back.
Buck Gibson, owner Vertigo MTB.
The company’s assessment of the current supply of opportunities is that it is inadequate and
unsuitable to attract MTB visitors. They believe the visitors they will be targeting will have different
(higher) expectations to those of local riders and locals should not be satisfied with what we
have at the moment if we want to attract the market that specifically travel to mountain bike.
More information on Vertigo MTB can be found at their website:
www.vertigomtb.com.au

Bike Beyond
Bike Beyond is a Victorian based company that run rail trail, off road and mountain bike tours
internationally. One of the MTB tours they promote is the ‘Trans Tasmania’ and is a fully supported
9 day tour based on the Tasmanian Trail. Their website indicates this tour is held once a year;
scheduled for November 2011.
More information on Bike Beyond can be found at their website:
www.bikebeyond.com.au

4. • Existing Mountain Bike Tourism Product
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4.2 Northern Tasmania Mountain Bike Events
The main mountain bike events drawing visitors to the northern region are included in Table 4. In their current
form, the Blue Dragon Challenge is the only existing event likely to attract significant numbers of interstate
visitors. The other events in Table 4 are focused primarily on intrastate or local riders. Stakeholders from the
mainland interviewed during consultations had a strong awareness of the Blue Dragon event, which has been
helped by the coverage it received in mountain bike and travel magazines (see Attachment B).
Table 4: Northern Tasmania Mountain Bike Events
Event

Type of Event

Location

Timing

Major
Market

Secondary
Market

Blue Dragon
Challenge

100km two day cross country
race around Derby and the Blue
Tier with most riders camping at
Branxholm and Weldborough

Branxholm,
Derby,
Weldborough

Annual
(January)

Intrastate

Interstate

State Series and
State Championships

One day cross country and
downhill races held at different
locations

Ravenswood,
Wyena

Variable
(October
– April)

Intrastate

Local

Launceston Mountain
Bike Club (LMBC)
Endurance Events

3, 4, 6 and 12 hour cross
country endurance races held
at various locations

Blessington,
Kate Reed,
Trevallyn Four
Springs

Variable
(October
– April)

Local

Intrastate

Ben Lomond Descent

Multi-sport race where mountain
biking forms one 36km leg of
the race from base of the
Mountain to Blessington

Ben Lomond

Annual
(August)

Intrastate

Interstate

King and Queen of
the Mountain

Cross country 23km mountain
climb finishing at the Ben
Lomond Lodge

Ben Lomond

Annual (April)

Local

Intrastate

Mark Webber
Challenge

Multi-day multi-sport race has
been held around Launceston
previously

Launceston
(course
publicised at
start of event)

Annual (Dec)
- rtn after 3 yrs

Interstate

International

Devil Relay
Charity Event

Team/Corporate cross country
relay for charity

Trevallyn /
Kate Reed

May

Local

Intrastate

Quiet Little Ride

65km point to point cross
country ride from Meetus Falls
Car park to Cranbrook

Lake Leake /
Cranbrook

Held once in
Nov 2006

Intrastate

Local

Craggy Peaks
Marathon

70km or 35km endurance event
around Craggy Peaks resort

Rossarden

Held once in
Dec 2007

Intrastate

Local

While mountain bike events are tourism products in their own right, one of the key benefits of events is that they
also provide a useful vehicle to promote riding locations generally13. Events generate their own media profile
and if they are located on great trails, also generate word of mouth promotion for an area – which is critical
to the success of any mountain biking destination. For land managers events can also be used to generate
income to put back into trail maintenance and upgrades and associated signage, maps and other
information.

	Meander Valley Council has recognised the value of events in promoting the area as a cycling destination. A key plank of Meander Valley Cycle
Strategy is to support various cycling events including the Tour of Tasmania, New Horizons Cycle Challenge and Mark Webber Challenge to build
their brand and reputation as a cycling destination.

13
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It is difficult, without detailed local research on MTB visitor behaviours and
motivations, to determine how the publicity and word of mouth generated through
an event translates into visitation to that area outside that event. However,
anecdotally residents of places such as Derby and Weldborough have noted an
increase in mountain bike riders visiting the area outside of the Blue Dragon event.
Any event that helps put a location in the minds of riders considering where to have
their next mountain biking holiday must be a good thing.

One of the key benefits of
events is that they promote
riding locations generally,
particularly through word of
mouth – which is critical to the
success of any mountain
biking destination.

If the Northern region wants to be recognised as a mountain bike destination there
is scope to develop one or more additional events that showcase the best riding
locations in the region. If a major focus of the event is to promote the region generally, to attract
interstate and intrastate riders, the event should ideally be located on great MTB specific trails in
a unique setting.
During consultations with key stakeholders it was noted that there were gaps in the
potential event market in the North, and Tasmania generally. While there is
potential for additional events to promote the region it is important to consider the
type of event, timing and competing events within the region, Tasmania and on the
mainland. Flooding the market with new events might affect interest and participation
rates in those events already established. Some stakeholders suggested focusing
on the further development and promotion of the Blue Dragon on the national
calendar as the best way to raise the profile of the region – in the same way the
Wildside has put the West Coast on the map.

If Northern Tasmania wants to
be recognised as a mountain
bike destination there is
scope to develop one or
more new events that
showcase the best riding
locations in the region.

Blue Dragon Challenge
Photo Chris Crerar courtesy of Ben Mather
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A summary of the various options discussed with stakeholders is provided below.
•	A day long endurance race (100km events are popular on the mainland and no existing event is held
over that distance in Tasmania). A point to point race linking known tourism destinations with existing
profile among visitors and suitable accommodation capacity would be useful (e.g. Bay of Fires to
Freycinet, Derby to St Helens following the trail of the tin dragon).
•	A multiday stage race (modelled on Wildside MTB – ideally without the road stages). Again utilising existing
tourism profile and assessing the accommodation capacity of towns along the route would be critical.
•	A multi-day off road touring event modelled on the Great Victoria Bike Rides. This would have a mass
participation focus rather than the ‘race’ concept and would appeal to a broad market of recreational
riders not interested in, or put off by, competitive races.
•	A recreational event of fat tyre festival - like the model adopted in Melrose, South Australia, which was
based on the Fruita Fat Tyre Festival in Colorado. The focus of this type of event is on the recreational
riders after a social event with different types of riding and activities without the focus on racing or
competition. Somewhere like Meander Valley that has embraced various cycling events would be a
suitable location for such a festival.
•	A niche women’s only event (women’s only events in other activities such as running provide safe and
attractive participation environments that encouraging women who may be intimidated by the male
dominated nature of mountain biking). The size of the market must be considered here because virtually
all studies looking at MTB participation rates, along with event profiles, have shown participation is
dominated by males (usually 80-90%).
•	A revised 12 hour endurance race. The Launceston Mountain Bike Club already run a 12 hour event
and this is the only event that is likely to attract any interstate interest. Given the popularity of these types
of races on the mainland, there is potential to develop this, or a similar event, to attract visitors. This
would require professional event management and targeted promotion.
Discussions with land managers and the Launceston Mountain Bike Club suggest that neither group currently
has either the interest or capacity to organise an event with the sole purpose of attracting visitors to the region
or raising the profile of the region. Ultimately the feasibility of any event will be determined by event organisers
and promoters.

4 Hour Enduro, Four Springs
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5.	Assessment of the Current Situation
The SWOT analysis below provides a summary of the current strengths, opportunities, weakness
and threats on the ability of Northern Tasmania to establish itself as a MTB destination.

5.1	Strengths
•	Tasmanian Brand – Tasmania is known for its clean green image and nature based
activities. There is a perception by some mainland riders that because of the
environment and terrain that Tasmania is already an awesome MTB destination.
•	Terrain that attracts mountain bikers (mountains, views, unique vegetation and settings).
•	Range and diversity of environments and riding within a small area.
•	Profile of the Blue Tier – an iconic location with potential to develop quality rides
based on scenery, history and location.
•	Launceston provides a large population centre to support development – a strong
cycling ethos exists in the community.
•	Launceston provides a central base – a whole variety of riding exists within close range.
•	Land managers, tourism industry, state and local government and the community are
generally supportive of mountain biking.
•	Attractiveness of small communities – places like Weldborough Inn and Derby are
experiences in themselves.
•	Uncrowded riding opportunities.
•	Cool climate riding and stable weather (relative to the mainland). Attractive destination
in summer when riding in many mainland areas becomes difficult because of the heat.
•	Significant public land potentially available – 40% is reserved and additional public
land is available through Forestry and Crown Land.
•	Dedicated and enthusiastic local trail builders and volunteers willing to support
development.
•	Profile established with Launceston as the base of the former National MTB program.

5. • Assessment of the Current Situation
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5.2	Weaknesses
•	Lack of quality trail infrastructure – there are not enough high quality purpose built trails
(particularly for more experienced and advanced riders).
•	Lack of signage, maps and information to support independent travel. It is very difficult
to direct visitors to popular riding areas with any confidence because they are not
signposted and there are no maps.
•	No central source of information (due to not being product ready).
•	Climate –there will be seasonal demand and higher rainfall means trails must be well
built to allow year round use.
•	Limited volunteer base - some of the more developed and successful MTB areas exist
where there is a strong volunteer base that does a lot of the development work. Size of
the population in Northern Tasmania may not support the level of development seen in
other areas.
•	Limited local MTB market compared to the mainland (less pressure to develop facilities
to meet local demand).
•	General tourism sector is not switched on to mountain bikes - businesses don’t
understand the market or realise the potential MTB offers. The sector lacks the facilities
and services required by the MTB market.
•	Transport restrictions to/from Tasmania - mainland riders can simply load up the car
and drive to any other mainland destination. Travelling by plane or boat increases
costs and decreases flexibility (however it does build the sense of adventure).
•	Sustainability in both construction and maintenance – is often easy to get funding to build
trails but they deteriorate over time because there is limited provision for maintenance.
•	Product is not concentrated in one location (however may be a potential opportunity)
•	Limited access to public land for private operators (no exclusivity).
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5.3	Opportunities
•	Proximity to Melbourne and Sydney – can tap into short break market.
•	Ability to access via boat/car (compared with NZ).
•	Potential to package MTB activities with other attractions – food/wine, heritage, adventure
tourism (particularly in the early stages MTB product and reputation being established).
•	Some synergies with road cycle touring and potential to market the region as a cycling
destination generally.
•	Potential to leverage off the profile of events such as the Blue Dragon Challenge and
other events statewide that have put Tasmania on the MTB map.
•	Continued growth in mountain biking participation generally – MTB tourism will
increase as participation increase.
•	National Parks and other Parks and Wildlife Service managed reserves have huge appeal
to a range of visitors and untapped potential if access to mountain biking was increased.
•	Adventure riding in more remote wilderness environments provides a point of difference
from the MTB park model adopted by other destinations.

5.4	Threats
•	Competition from established destinations on the Mainland and New Zealand –
areas with established profile attract significant funding for ongoing trail development,
maintenance and promotion.
•	Promotion before product is ready – if the region is heavily promoted but experiences
do not match expectations then word of mouth will destroy the reputation of the area.
•	Environmental impacts from unmanaged tracks/trails.
•	Rising transport costs.
•	Increase in Australian dollar – will decrease rates of international travel and encourage
Mainland riders to travel to New Zealand in preference to Tasmania.
•	Regional competition with other parts of Tasmania – potential to dilute the brand.
•	Declining state budget.

5. • Assessment of the Current Situation
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Hollybank State Forest
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6.	Mountain Bike Tourism Markets
The Mountain Bike Tourism Market Profile for Tasmania was the first attempt at describing the
market specifically for mountain bike tourism in Tasmania. The report identified five different
market segments including:
14

•	independent / destination mountain bikers
•	event mountain bikers
•	guided adventure seekers
•	event spectators
•	independent adventure seekers
The characteristics of each group along with the likely proportion of the market in Tasmania
is summarised in Attachment C. The independent / destination mountain biker from Victoria
and New South Wales was identified as the main market for Tasmania followed by the
event market.
There was some disagreement amongst stakeholders regarding the likely characteristics and
motivations of mountain bike (MTB) visitors to Northern Tasmania. To some degree this reflects
the infancy of the products available and also reflects the particular focus of the individuals
concerned (ie event organisers might target different individuals or groups than tour operators).
The disagreement is also likely to be a product of the limited amount of information available on
the existing MTB visitor characteristics. Any plans to develop and promote mountain bike tourism
for the North should attempt to regularly capture accurate information on the characteristics of
the market, their motivations, travel patterns, spending behaviour, trip planning, and their
assessment of the product on offer.
Some stakeholders support the view in the Mountain Bike Tourism Market Profile for
Tasmania (Market Profile) which suggests that ‘independent’ or ‘destination
mountain bikers’ (experienced riders seeking quality trails and riding opportunities)
are the main market. Others stakeholders believe that the largest MTB market for
Tasmania is the less experienced riders who may visit Tasmania for a range of
reasons and participate in mountain biking during their trip (some with MTB as the
main motivation and others as a secondary motivation to visit). This doesn’t align
nicely with the descriptions in the Market Profile and is a mix of characteristics from
several groups, particularly the independent adventure seekers, guided adventure
seekers and independent mountain bikers. However, the description above does
tend to match the description of ‘location based cyclists’ in a New Zealand report
looking at cycle tourism markets generally (not specifically mountain biking). The
‘location based cyclist’ was the focus for marketing efforts in New Zealand (above
‘touring cyclists’ those on ‘cycling holidays’ or local ‘sport and recreation cyclists’)
given the size of the market and the average spend of this group.
15

Any plans to develop and
promote mountain bike
tourism for the North should
attempt to regularly capture
accurate information on the
characteristics of the market,
their motivations, travel
patterns, spending behaviour,
trip planning, and their
assessment of the product
on offer.

	Inspiring Place (2008) Mountain Bike Tourism Market Profile for Tasmania, Tourism Tasmania.

14
15

	Tourism Resource Consultants (2009) The New Zealand Cycleway Market Research, prepared for the Ministry of Tourism.
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The Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan Marketing Strategy identified cross country or
all mountain riders as the initial target market for mountain bike tourism in Tasmania
until the product evolves; this was in part recognition of the limited supply of trails
for other styles of riding and partly due to the participation trends and size of the
markets in each style of mountain biking. Research from various sources has
consistently identified cross country / all mountain as the dominant preference for
mountain bike riders .
16

Given the dominance of cross
country or all mountain riding,
any infrastructure developments
and marketing efforts in
Northern Tasmania should
initially focus on this style of
riding as it will provide the
greatest slice of the MTB
tourism ‘pie’. However the
more extreme gravity riding
should not be ignored
because this type of riding
gets the top riders excited and
is appealing to MTB media.
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Given the dominance of cross country or all mountain riders any infrastructure
developments and marketing efforts in Northern Tasmania should focus on this style
of riding as it will provide the greatest ‘slice of the MTB tourism pie’. However, there
is still a place for the more extreme gravity riding or freeriding. This type of riding
gets the top riders excited and the explorers looking for new and exciting places to
ride. These are the ones who spread the word of mouth about new destinations. This
type of riding also generates interest amongst MTB media, and can create attractive
images that appeal to the independent MTB market in particular. As one stakeholder
noted the gravity and freeriding trails provide the ‘sizzle that sells the steak’.

6.1 Existing Northern Tasmanian Markets
Considering the current MTB tourism market for Northern Tasmania, based on the groupings used
in the Market Profile, events such as Wildside and the Blue Dragon skew numbers towards event
participants and spectators at this point in time. Events represent a significant portion
of the market but the economic benefits can be quite specific and concentrated over
The event market is currently
short periods of time. Events are probably more important to raise the profile of an
significant, but the economic
area and attract other markets to the area outside of an event in the longer term.
benefits can be quite specific
and concentrated over short
The guided market continues to grow and at this stage MTB riding tends to be the
periods of time. The guided
primary focus or motivation for these visitors rather than a secondary motivation
tour market continues to grow
which is the suggestion of the Market Profile. The guided market is likely to increase
and at this stage MTB riding
as the number of providers and products expand as infrastructure develops. It is
tends to be the primary focus
likely that growth in this market will taper off and plateau as signage, maps and
or motivation for these visitors.
infrastructure allow growth in the independent mountain bike market.
Over time, the independent
mountain bikers are likely to
Currently the independent mountain biker market is quite small given the limited
provide the greatest economic
signage, maps and information to support independent mountain biking. Over time
stimulus to small communities
this market will experience significant growth as the infrastructure and information is
across the North.
developed to support independent travel. It is the groups of independent mountain
bikers that are likely to provide the greatest economic stimulus to small communities.
Like the independent mountain biker market, the independent adventure seeker market is likely to
be small given the lack of information available. However, anecdotal evidence indicates that
there are an increasing number of mainland cars and campervans touring around with mountain
bikes on the back or roof. Although mountain biking may not be the primary motivation for their
visit, as the reputation of Northern Tasmania as a MTB destination grows, mountain biking might
become an increasing consideration in the decision making of this visitor market and help draw
visitors to the region.
16
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	Sport and Recreation Tasmania (2010) Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan: Marketing Strategy, Department of Economic
Development, Tourism and the Arts, Hobart.

	Wellington Park Management Trust (2000) Wellington Park Bike Strategy, Hobart; Ryan (2005) Mountain Biking in Tasmania:
A summary of current trends and future opportunities, Sport and Recreation Tasmania; Parks and Wildlife Service (2009) Trevallyn
Nature Recreation Area and Kate Reed Nature Recreation Area Draft Track Strategy Background Report, Department of
Environment, Parks, Heritage and the Arts, Hobart; Sport and Recreation Tasmania (2009) Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan:
Main Report, Department of Economic Development, Tourism and the Arts, Hobart.
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The mountain bike touring market is currently relatively small and largely overlaps with the cycle
touring market which has been slowly increasing in Tasmania with development of Tourism
Tasmania’s Self-Guided Cycle Touring in Tasmania booklet. Communities that have promoted
cycle touring, such as Meander Valley Council (through the Great Western Tier Cycle Trails )
have seen a marked increase in cyclists visiting their area and staying longer to explore the
trails once they are there. However, the cycle touring market in Australia, like New Zealand,
is relatively small when compared with other forms of MTB and cycle tourism .
18
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Some stakeholders noted that the intrastate market, whether for day travel or overnight
visits, should not be overlooked because it offers the same economic benefits to
small towns throughout the region. If these riders undertake day trips, then they would
fit into the sport and recreational cyclists in the New Zealand cycle tourism study ,
which was recognised as the largest cycling market in New Zealand. Based on
cycling participation statistics there are likely to be in the order of 20,000 mountain
bikers in Tasmania (see Section 6.5), which represents a significant market, particularly
if they can be encouraged to stay overnight in the Northern region.
20

There are around 20,000
mountain bike riders in
Tasmania. Therefore, the
intrastate visitor market
should not be overlooked.

6.2 Current Mountain Bike Visitor Profiles
Event organisers and guided MTB tour operators were asked about the typical characteristics of
participants in events and tours currently operating in the North. The characteristics of these
markets are summarised briefly below. These profiles match those presented in the Market Profile
and are consistent with international research which shows that MTB visitors are typically male,
20-50 years old, well educated, in full time work among higher income brackets .
21

•	Typical characteristics of current guided tour participants in the North:
• 20-40yrs old
• Higher income
• B
 eginner/novice riders are a much bigger market than the enthusiasts and are often
a couple with no kids (dual income) who travel for short stays and use bikes provided
• E
 nthusiasts are willing to travel internationally to seek quality riding and often travel
in groups, are typically male and travel with their own bikes
• Majority book before they visit and the tour is the primary purpose of their visit
•	Typical characteristics of event participants in the North:
• M
 ales
• 30-40 and 40-50 age groups
• Higher income brackets
• Some use the event as a reason to bring families for holiday
• Northern Tasmanian participants dominate but Hobart represents a large market
	Meander Valley Council, in partnership with Tourism Tasmania has invested over $200K to develop and promote 4 themed
cycling trails throughout the Great Western Tiers area, including interactive on-line content including maps and interpretive
podcasts, see : www.greatwesterntiers.net.au/maps/cycling
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	Faulks, P, Ritchie, B and Fluker, M (2007) Cycle Tourism in Australia: an investigation into its size and scope, CRC for Sustainable
Tourism; Tourism Resource Consultants (2009) The New Zealand Cycleway Market Research, prepared for the Ministry of Tourism.
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	Tourism Resource Consultants (2009) The New Zealand Cycleway Market Research, prepared for the Ministry of Tourism.
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	EKOS Limited and Tourism Resources Company (2007) 7 Stanes Phase 2 Evaluation, Forestry Commission Scotland, Glasgow;
Western Canada Mountain Bike Tourism Association (2006) Sea to Sky Mountain Biking Economic Impacts Study: Overall
Results, MTBA;. Koepke, J (2005) Exploring the Market Potential for Yukon Mountain Bike Tourism, Yukon Canada’s True North
and Cycling Association of Yukon; Tourism Business Essentials (2008) Mountain Bike Tourism, Tourism British Columbia.
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6.3	Infrastructure Needs of Different Markets
Visiting riders will seek
uniquely ‘Tasmanian’
experiences and rides
in iconic locations that
explore unique and
pristine environments.

The visitors likely to travel specifically to Tasmania to go mountain biking are likely to be
those riders already willing to travel to places like New Zealand for mountain biking
experiences. These ‘enthusiasts’ or ‘destination mountain bikers’ are likely to have more
advanced riding skills, and due to their familiarity with other MTB tourism destinations,
are likely to have higher expectations than both local riders and less experienced riders
who see mountain biking as a secondary motivation for their visit. These riders are after
high quality trails; preferably purpose built singletrack and challenging, technical riding,
often with a gravity-based element to riding and where possible easily accessible long
downhill runs. These riders will still seek uniquely ‘Tasmanian’ experiences and rides in
iconic locations that explore unique and pristine environments. The feeling of isolation and
exclusivity presents a major attraction for these riders. While they may seek out the best trails in
remote locations these riders will also want to ride easily accessible trails close to where they
start and finish their journey. The general consensus among stakeholders was that the current trail
infrastructure was inadequate to meet the needs of this higher end of the market.
Visitors who see mountain biking as a secondary motivation for their visit or are attracted to the
softer off road touring / rail trail end of the spectrum are likely to place less emphasis on the trail
itself, but more emphasis on the landscape settings, scenery, proximity to touring routes and
other attractions. These riders are likely to have similar motivations to bushwalkers – for these
users the trail is not the focus, the setting and attractions along the trail are what draws people
to the track or trail. Some stakeholders believe that with improved signage, maps and information,
along with opening up existing but unauthorised trails and areas for riding, a significant portion
of this mountain bike tourism market could be attracted to Northern Tasmania without significant
new trail development
.

Jacobs Ladder, Ben Lomond NP
Photo courtesy of Tourism Tasmania and Glenn Gibson
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The initial report investigating the concept for a mountain bike park at Hollybank provided an
assessment of the features that mountain bike visitors to Tasmania would be looking for:
22

Visitors to Tasmania will be looking for one of two things in terms of
mountain biking. First they may be after different riding conditions to what
they are used to riding in. That is they will come to ride in the Tasmanian
environment with similar motivations to bushwalkers or other users of natural
areas who come specifically to see the unique environment of Tasmania
(scenery, flora, fauna and natural attractions). Alternatively they will seek
challenging riding experiences where the riding experience may be more
important than the area in which it occurs. These type of visitors will seek
easily accessible areas where a range of different riding opportunities exist in
a concentrated area such as a mountain bike park (see Wales and Scotland
experience). If an area has both natural attractions and a variety of riding
opportunities then it will attract riders with both motivations (eg Whistler,
Makara Peak, New Zealand).
page 18.

	Ryan, K and Field, J (2004) Hollybank Mountain Bike Park Concept Plan, Forestry Tasmania, Scottsdale.
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6.4	Cycling Participation Rates among Visitors
The Tasmanian Visitor Survey (TVS) which is regularly undertaken by Tourism Tasmania is the main
source of visitor information in Tasmania. Unfortunately the question related to cycling participation
simply asks visitors if they rode a bicycle or mountain bike during their visit. Therefore it is impossible
to differentiate participation in mountain biking from other forms of cycling. However, data from
successive surveys does provide an indication of trends relating to the number of
visitors cycling, which MTB is likely to comprise a significant component.
The number of visitors cycling
or mountain biking in
Successive TVS reports indicate that the number of visitors participating in cycling
Tasmania increased from
has virtually doubled over the last 10 years. A report into mountain biking in
20,100 in 2007 to 25,000
Tasmania in 2005 noted that in the five years from 1999–2004 between 12,850
in 2010 (a 24% increase
– 15,950 visitors to Tasmania per year cycled or rode a bike off road during their
since 2007 and a 95%
visit (corresponding to 2–3% of visitors) . More recently, the number of visitors
increase since 1999).
cycling or mountain biking increased from 20,100 in 2007 to 25,000 in 2010; a
24% increase since 2007 and a 95% increase since 1999. While the overall
numbers of cyclists has increased, the overall percentage of visitors who ride has remained fairly
constant between 2-3% over the period (2.8% of visitors in 2010); indicating that much of the
increase comes through increased visitation to Tasmania rather than a dramatic increase in rates
of cycling among visitors.
23

6.5	Participation Rates in Mountain Biking and Cycling
Various reports looking at mountain biking in Tasmania have all noted the very limited data that
is available on mountain bike participants and mountain bike tourists in Tasmania or Australia24.
The Mountain Bike Tourism Market Profile for Tasmania indicated the need for land managers
and tourism agencies to collect mountain bike specific data, including user profiles as a key
finding of the report. However, beyond specific surveys of mountain bikers in Tasmania (which
provide useful information on the profile and preferences of local riders) there has been no
attempt to capture the extent of mountain bike tourism market in Tasmania and any changes in
local participation trends.
Despite the limited quantitative data available which clearly distinguishes mountain biking as an
activity from cycling, the Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan provides the most recent attempt to
summarise available data on participation in mountain biking in Tasmania:
Mountain biking is a popular physical activity on an international
scale, with participation rates continuing to increase. It is likely that the
participation rate for both general cycling and mountain biking in Tasmania
has increased significantly since 2000. Anecdotal evidence suggests that
there is an increase in the number of commuter cyclists, the increase in
nationwide bike sales an increasing demand for mountain bike accessible
and/or specific trails, and the continued construction of illegal MTB trails
across the state. Local bike shops indicated that the most popular type of
bikes sold are mountain bikes in the $500 range, followed by mountain bikes
in the $1,000 range, supporting research presented in the Australian Bicycle
Industry Report 2006.
page 8.
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	Ryan (2005), Mountain Biking in Tasmania: A summary of current trends and future opportunities, Sport and Recreation Tasmania.
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	Ryan (2005), Mountain Biking in Tasmania: A summary of current trends and future opportunities, Sport and Recreation Tasmania;
Inspiring Place (2008), Mountain Bike Tourism Market Profile for Tasmania, Tourism Tasmania; Sport and Recreation Tasmania
(2009), Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan: Main Report, Department of Economic Development, Tourism and the Arts, Hobart.
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The key point in relation to participation in mountain biking is that it is a new activity and all
indications suggest it is continues to grow in popularity. To a large extent Tasmania is simply
following the participation trends evident in other parts of the world where mountain biking has
grown dramatically and continues to grow.
Given difficulties in establishing trends in mountain bike participation it is useful to review
trends in cycling participation generally. Cycling was the fourth most popular sport and
recreation activity in Australia in 2010 with a participation rate of 11.9% . Again this
survey does not distinguish mountain biking from general cycling participation, but this
participation rate corresponds to an estimated 2,081,200 cycling participants over the
age of 15. A significant finding from the 2010 Exercise Recreation and Sport Survey was
that cycling experienced a 45% growth in participation in the 10 years since 2001.
Tasmania had a slightly lower participation rate in cycling (11.1%), but this still corresponds
to an estimated 44,400 participants in the state.
25

Mountain biking is a
new activity that
continues to grow in
popularity. Participation
in Tasmania is following
trends in other parts of
the world where
mountain biking has
grown dramatically and
continues to grow.

With approximately 80% of bikes sold being mountain bikes, even if only half of these
were ridden off road, there would be approximately 18,000 mountain bike riders in
Tasmania. An ABS survey undertaken in 2000 estimated there were 15,300 mountain
bikers in Tasmania . Given the growth in mountain bike club membership, event participation
numbers and the increased number of bike and mountain bike shops that have established in
this period, it is not unreasonable to expect that there would be significant growth from the
15,000 estimate in 2000. The current number of mountain bikers in the state is more likely to be
20,000 to 25,000. Regardless of the estimate, there are a considerable number of local
mountain bike riders in Tasmania who may travel intrastate to participate.
26

	Standing Committee on Recreation and Sport (2011) Participation in Exercise, Recreation and Sport Survey 2010 Annual Report,
Australian Sports Commission.
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	Australian Bureau of Statistics (2000) Participation in selected outdoor recreation activities, Tasmanian regions – 2000, Canberra.

Mountain bike trailer
Photo courtesy of Mountain Bike Tasmania
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6.6	Origin of Visitors
Looking at cycling tourism generally, The New Zealand Cycleway Market Research report
noted the major international markets for cycle tourism in New Zealand were the United Kingdom
(24%), Australia (23%) and the USA (11%). These mirrored the largest visitor markets to New
Zealand generally. This suggests that the biggest markets for mountain bike tourism in Tasmania
are likely to reflect the major visitor markets to Tasmania.
27

The 2010 Tasmanian Visitor Survey indicates that 82% of interstate visitors come from
Victoria (343,000), New South Wales (184,000) and Queensland (112,900).
Interviews with tour operators and event organisers and other stakeholders, confirm the
notion that the main MTB markets will reflect the main visitor markets, with Melbourne
(Victoria) and Sydney (New South Wales) identified as the major markets. One
stakeholder believed that the popularity of Forest and Mt Buller in Victoria shows that
there is strong demand for quality riding from the large Melbourne market. Melbourne
riders, who represent our closest and most accessible market outside of Tasmania, are
crying out for places to ride and indications are that they will travel to access it.
28

The biggest markets for
mountain bike tourism
in Tasmania are likely to
reflect the major visitor
markets to Tasmania,
with Melbourne
(Victoria) and Sydney
(New South Wales)
the major markets.

The International Visitor Survey, undertaken by Tourism Research Australia , identifies
New Zealand (1,053,900 visitors in 2010), UK (608,900) and USA (440,200) as the
three largest source markets for international visitors to Australia. From the year ending December
2009 to December 2010 the New Zealand market increased 5%, UK decreased by 3% and
USA decreased by 2%. The two next largest markets for Australia were China (431,400 up
23%) and Japan (368,100 up 11%). Given the population of these countries, China in particular,
the growth potential of these markets is significant. The tourist trail throughout the North East, the
‘Trail of the Tin Dragon’, attempts to capture this lucrative market by attracting visitors interested
in the Chinese tin mining history throughout the region. Future promotion of MTB opportunities
should consider benefits of a similar approach.
29

Interestingly the three key international visitor markets for Australia contain some of the most
recognised international destinations for mountain biking. There are two possible implications
from this. One is that the North will be trying to attract international visitors from locations with
already established MTB trails and product. To attract these visitors away from the opportunities
in their country of origin will require high quality product or something uniquely different given
their high level of expectations. The other implication is that our major international visitor markets
contain large established mountain biking markets with participation rates higher than Australia .
Given that these countries already travel to Australia, it follows that a significant proportion of
visitors from these countries will be mountain bike riders. One stakeholder indicated he knew of
two separate groups of approximately 10 riders who had travelled from Canada to New
Zealand twice just for the mountain biking experiences. Dedicated riders will travel long
distances if the experience is good enough.
30

	Tourism Resource Consultants (2009) The New Zealand Cycleway Market Research, prepared for the Ministry of Tourism.
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	Tourism Tasmania (2010) Tourism Tasmania Snapshot Year Ending 2010, Tourism Tasmania.
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	Tourism Research Australia (2010) International Visitors in Australia - December 2010 Quarterly results of the International Visitor
Survey, Canberra.
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	Tourism Resource Consultants (2009) The New Zealand Cycleway Market Research, prepared for the Ministry of Tourism;
Tourism Business Essentials (2008) Mountain Bike Tourism, Tourism British Columbia; Outdoor Industry Foundation (2006) The
Active Outdoor Recreation Economy: A $730 billion annual contribution to the U.S. Economy.
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7.	Economic Benefits of
Mountain Bike Tourism
Until Northern Tasmania is able to collect good data on mountain bike (MTB) visitors to the
region it is difficult to estimate the extent of economic benefits to Northern Tasmania. Without
quality data there are two basic assumptions when it comes to promoting mountain bike tourism
as a potential new economic driver for a region:
1.	Quality trails and riding experiences bring mountain bike riders. We have seen from
other destinations that riders will travel, sometime to previously unknown destinations
if the riding is appealing.
2.	Mountain bike riders bring money to a region and drive local economic activity. In
other destinations mountain bike riders often stay longer and spend on average more
than other visitors over the length of their stay.
Given mountain bike (MTB) tourism is in its infancy in the region we have to look
around the world at established destinations to consider the potential economic
benefits that MTB tourism offers. Section 7.1 briefly outlines some of the key visitor
statistics and economic data available from established mountain bike destinations
to illustrate to potential that MTB tourism presents. Similarly, Section 7.2 provides
some data on the economic benefits of cycle tourism generally. Obviously the
extent of the impact is directly related to the size of the market, and some of these
destinations are in close proximity to huge populations. However, even if Northern
Tasmania is able to attract a fraction of the spending seen in these world class
destinations it will still represent a significant boost to the economy of the Northern
region, which in some areas places a high importance on tourism.

If Northern Tasmania is
able to attract a fraction of
the spending seen in world
class MTB destinations it
will represent a significant
boost to the economy of
the Northern region.

A report into the economic importance of tourism in Australia found the East Coast of Tasmania
was ranked the number 6 tourism region in Australia in terms of the contribution of tourism to the
regional economy at 14.6% or $129 million in total tourism expenditure . Launceston and Tamar
Valley had an expenditure of $530 million and an economic importance of tourism of 4.5%.
The North had and expenditure of $72 million and an economic importance of tourism of 2.4%.
The report noted the significance of tourism to smaller regions like the East Coast:
31

While the majority of tourism expenditure in Australia was limited to
a small number of regions, there are a significantly larger number of tourism
regions that rely on tourism as part of their economic base – showing that the
economic importance of tourism within a tourism region is not determined by
the size of that region’s tourism industry.
Page 11.
If MTB visitors can provide a new visitor market in the region, this will help the
communities throughout the Northern region who are dependent on tourism to
survive and prosper. For those communities undergoing significant changes in
industry and employment, MTB tourism may provide a new stimulus to their
economies.

For those communities
undergoing significant
changes in industry and
employment, MTB tourism
may provide a new
stimulus to their local
economies.

	Tourism Research Australia (2011) The Economic Importance of Tourism in Australia’s Regions, Department of Resources, Energy
and Tourism, Canberra.
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7.1	Economic Benefits in Established Mountain Bike
Destinations
The Sea to Sky Mountain Biking Economics Impacts Study assessed the economic value of
spending by visitors to the Vancouver through to Whistler region. The study found that visitors
to the trails of the North Shore, Squamish and Whistler Valley were estimated to have
generated a combined spend of $10.3 million over the summer period from June to September
2006. This supported an estimated 194 jobs through the payment of over $6.3 million in
wages and salaries. An estimated 76,671 non-residents visited the Whistler Bike Park over
the same period and were estimated to have spent an additional $16.2 million. The Crankworx
Mountain Bike Festival alone attracted over 55,000 visitors generating expenditures in excess
of $11.5 million.
32

In 2001, after the foot and mouth outbreak, Scotland initiated the 7 Stanes project identifying
MTB tourism as a potential driver of economic growth in the depressed tourism sector . In 2007
the 7 Stanes attracted over 394,000 visitors and was the number 16 attraction in Scotland. The
total gross expenditure resulting from visitors to the 7stanes in Scotland was approximately
£11.08 million.
33

Coed-y-Brenin in Wales was one of the pioneering MTB destinations in the world. In 1994,
prior to any MTB trail development the area received just 3,980 visitors a year and by 2002
the Forestry Commission had constructed several purpose built trails for mountain biking and
attracted 170,000 visitors to the area . Coed-y-Brenin has gone from having one track 11km
long to one of the most recognised MTB centres in the UK with well over 100km of purpose built
singletrack trails .
34
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A study into the outdoor recreation in the USA found there were 60 million adult cyclists in
America, with their direct and indirect spending contributing $133 billion annually to the U.S.
economy . The same report found that in the ‘Mountain States’ (Arizona, Colorado, Idaho,
New Mexico, Montana, Utah, Nevada and Wyoming), where some of the major U.S. mountain
bike destinations exist, bicycling contributes $6.2 billion annually to the regional economy and
supports more than 60,000 jobs.
36

A report into mountain bike tourism in British Columbia, found that US mountain bike riders were
3 times more likely to take a trip to BC for mountain biking than the average US traveller.
Similarly, Canadian mountain bikers were nearly twice as likely to travel to BC to go mountain
biking than Canadian travellers generally.

	Western Canada Mountain Bike Tourism Association (2006) Sea to Sky Mountain Biking Economic Impacts Study: Overall
Results, MTBA
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	EKOS (2007) 7 Stanes Phase 2 Review.
	IMBA (2005) Trail Solutions for Australia, Powerpoint presentation by Joey Klein to Tasmanian Land Managers.
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	http://www.mbwales.com/en/
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	Outdoor Industry Foundation (2006) The Active Outdoor Recreation Economy: A $730 billion annual contribution to the U.S.
Economy.
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7.2	Economic Benefits of Cycle Tourism Generally
An Australian report into cycle tourism generally found domestic cycle tourists on average
spent slightly more than general domestic tourists per day, however the total spend over
their whole trip was nearly five times higher . The same study noted research conducted
by Roy Morgan Research in 2005 which found 11% of cycle tourists stayed over one
month, compared with 3% for tourists generally.
37

A similar New Zealand study found international cycle tourists on average spent $97
per day, with an average total spend of $4,391 per trip, compared with domestic
cycle tourists who spent on average $105 per day or $378 per trip . When
compared with the international visitors to New Zealand generally, international cycle
tourists spent on average 1.5 times more, stayed twice as long, and visited twice as
many destinations as other visitors. The same study estimated the cycle tourism market,
both domestic and international, in 2009 was 300 000 generating a combined
expenditure of $320 million.

Domestic cycle tourists in
Australia stayed longer
and on average spent
nearly five times more
over their total trip than
other domestic tourists.
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Tourism Tasmania’s Tasmanian Visitor Survey (TVS) for the period from June 2010 – June
2011 showed that visitors who rode a bicycle or mountain bike during their stay in
Tasmania tended to stay longer than other visitors . Visitors who rode a bicycle or
mountain bike stayed on average 26.3 nights (up 52% from the previous year) compared
with 8.2 nights for all visitors. Visitors who rode a bicycle or mountain bike stayed
longer than virtually all other niche activities including golf (12.6 nights), trout fishing
(18.6 nights), backpacking (13.5 nights), visiting gardens (12 nights), scuba diving /
snorkelling (20.1 nights), canoeing / sea kayaking (20.8 nights) and all forms of
bushwalking combined (11.8 nights). The only visitors undertaking specific niche activities
that stayed longer than visitors who rode a bicycle or mountain bike were those visitors
staying in caravans (35.9 nights for those staying in caravan parks and 39.3 nights for
those not staying in caravan parks).

International cycle
tourists in New Zealand
spent on average 1.5
times more, stayed twice
as long, and visited twice
as many destinations as
other visitors.
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Visitors to Tasmania
who rode a bicycle or
mountain bike stayed
on average 26.3 nights
(up 52% from the
previous year) compared
with 8.2 nights for all
visitors. On average
these same visitors spent
$2 697 per trip which
was significantly higher
than the average spend
for all visitors combined
($1,740).

The TVS for the period from June 2010 to June 2011 showed that visitors who rode a
bicycle or mountain bike during their stay spent on average $2,697 over the course of
their trip (up 17.8% from the previous year). The average spend was significantly higher
than the average spend for all visitors combined ($1,740) and higher than most other
niche activities including golf ($2,388), trout fishing ($2,545), backpacking ($1,426),
visiting gardens ($2,442) and all forms of bushwalking combined ($2,393). It was
interesting to note that scuba diving / snorkelling ($4,333) and canoeing / sea kayaking
($3,406) had on average higher spending despite the shorter stays than cycle tourists. It
is possible that these activities area largely undertaken by visitors in organised tours and
as such they pay a premium for the product which increases their average spend. Therefore
providing more tour product for mountain bike visitors has the potential to increase the total
spend of this group.
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	Faulks, P, Ritchie, B and Fluker, M (2007) Cycle Tourism in Australia: an investigation into its size and scope, CRC for Sustainable
Tourism.
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	Tourism Resource Consultants (2009) The New Zealand Cycleway Market Research, prepared for the Ministry of Tourism.
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	Tourism Tasmania (2011) Tasmanian Visitor Survey, Tourism Tasmania sourced from Tourism Tasmania webreporter website:
www.tourismtasmania.com.au/research/webreporter.
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8.	Improvements to become
a Mountain Bike Destination
8.1	Lessons Learned from Other Destinations
The International Mountain Bicycling Association has reviewed many successful mountain biking
destinations around the world and provided a series of recommendations to destinations
considering how to make their community more appealing to mountain bikers (see Attachment
G). Similarly, a study investigating the market potential for mountain bike tourism in the Yukon of
Canada provided a series of lessons for aspiring mountain biking destinations . The lessons
from IMBA and Canada have been combined below with the insights provided by stakeholders,
particularly those who have travelled extensively to overseas destinations including Neil Ross
(former national mountain bike coach) and Nick Bowman (Director of IMBA Australia). These
lessons were considered in the development of strategies in this section and the development
priorities in Section 10 of this report.
40
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Build great trails and they will come – there are examples around the world of
destinations tourists previously ignored becoming key tourist attractions on the back of investment
in purpose built singletrack. MTB riders are willing to travel significant distances for quality riding
experiences. However, if you don’t have great trails no amount of marketing will work.
Destination image persists – make sure it is positive. A single trail can build an image
and persist (e.g. Moab was built on the slick rock trail), but make sure the focus is not too narrow
because you may exclude some markets.
A destination is based more on substance than style – word of mouth and
reputation are key factors and these are built on the quality of trails and the scenery. Reputation
is dependent on core enthusiasts or ‘explorers’ to spread word of mouth. Trail ‘flow’ is a key
element for riders. If you are new to an area and the trail flows you can ride with confidence
and enjoy the experience a lot more.
Really good signage and trail definition is important – signs need to be easy to
interpret as you ride so you don’t have to constantly refer to maps. Where it works you can put
the map away, switch the brain off and enjoy the ride. You should not be able to get lost. Signs
should leave no doubt about where to go or what standard of trail you are on (all intersections
should be marked and there should be no surprises for riders). Roadside signs are essential for
independent visitors and can be the most cost-effective form of advertising.
Create an experience and make it unique – differentiation from competitors is
essential, local culture can play an important part and should not be ignored.
Variety is essential – trail builders often build trails that they want to ride and they are often
too hard for the largest part of the market. Regardless of their level of experience riders like
diversity (settings, trail tread, technical features). Trails within the region should offer different
experiences that complement each other.
Small is beautiful – MTB tourism can thrive and become major economic contributors in
small towns. Size can be a marketing advantage to people wanting to escape city life and seek
out small town hospitality and personalised service.
	IMBA (2007) Managing Mountain Biking IMBA’s guide to providing great riding, International Mountain Bicycling Association, Boulder.
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	Koepke, J (2005) Exploring the Market Potential for Yukon Mountain Bike Tourism, Yukon Canada’s True North and Cycling Association
of Yukon.
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Partnerships and politics produce results – MTB tourism works best where there is
broad community and political support. Where there is a strong sense of stewardship and a
committed volunteer base it is easier to generate support for trail development and promotion.
Tap into local knowledge and expertise to identify and promote experiences to visitors.
Respected local riders can be your best ambassadors and local bikes shops are key points of
reference for visitors.
Embrace technology – good destinations have highly interactive websites for planning trips
and increasingly they provide GPS mapping data for trails. Quality information gives riders
confidence and security to visit a destination knowing when they get there you find the tracks
exactly where the website, maps or GPS say they will be, they will look like the photos and
videos they’ve seen online and they won’t get lost when they are on the trails.
Get businesses involved – riders spend money on food, accommodation, petrol and
other supplies and will seek out businesses that are friendly to riders. Emphasising the
economic benefits (and having good data to back this up - see below) will help build
community support.
Track the numbers – places like Wales and Scotland that actively monitor users have
greater political support than places where participation ‘flies under the radar’. Data can help
the business case for investment but can also help direct marketing efforts.
Use the media – get professional photos taken of the trails because like other aspects of
tourism a single image can sell a destination. Offer all expenses paid mountain bike trips for
media specifically selected to get the message to key target markets.

Weldborough Hotel
Photo courtesy of Vertigo MTB
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8.2	Developments Required in Northern Tasmania
Respondents to the rider survey conducted as part of the Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan were asked to identify
the two locations that offered the best opportunities for development and promotion of mountain biking. As a
follow up to this question riders were asked what specific developments were required at these locations. Figure
1 summarises the key developments identified by Northern respondents grouped according to common
responses. Many of the themes discussed in the previous ‘lessons learned’ have been picked up in responses
to this question which are discussed further below.
Figure 1: Developments required at priority locations identified by Northern respondents
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8.3 Signage, Maps and Information
The survey responses in Figure 1 show that signage (100 responses) was the most common
proposed development at the locations offering the best opportunities to promote mountain
biking in Tasmania. Clearly signage is a key issue among local riders and is likely to be of
greater significance to visitors to an area not familiar with the trail opportunities. When combined
with maps (43) and trail head information booth / signage (10) and responses calling for
promotion and marketing generally (24) it is clear that there is an information gap. Riders want
to know where the trails are, how difficult they are, how they connect and how to navigate when
they are riding them. The same response was repeated regularly throughout the consultations
with key stakeholders. To a large extent this reflects the infancy of the mountain biking ‘product’
in Tasmania. If local riders are still craving signs and other information about riding opportunities,
visitors, without local connections or people to show them around, will be at an even greater
disadvantage. Any attempt to promote the North as a mountain bike destination must address
the lack of signage, maps and other information before launching any marketing campaigns.
Some quotes from survey respondents highlight the issue below.

The state needs maps and signage to promote MTB riding.
Once trails have been established a good map/sign system needs to
be set up to allow visitors to access the areas.
Some central information location such as a website on the internet to
advertise or to let the public, and especially visitors to the state, know where
the rides in their area are. A lot of track are on private land or are off limits
to cyclists. Finding out about these tracks comes down to local knowledge a
lot of the time, or informal spread of information through riders networks. The
Local mountain bike clubs could certainly help in disseminating information,
as well as teaching users correct track etiquette.
Tasmania could be promoted as a mtb tourist destination. You should
be able to go to a shop/info centre and buy a map showing the local mtb
routes with the appropriate information for mtb tourists.

Needs to be long term - signage needs to be maintained, especially
when tourism is being targeted. For example, i went to Cairns two years ago map available on internet and at trail head but signage on tracks had not been
maintained so it made it confusing as a tourist to get around what had been
advertised as a ‘mountain bike park’.
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It is important to note that during discussions with stakeholders there was a distinction
made between development of signage, maps and other information compared with
active promotion and marketing of the region. Unless the trails are up to a standard
expected by visitors, if you promote the area too soon the reputation of the region may
be damaged for some time. Some stakeholders believe there are destinations in Australia
that have fallen into this trap – they are heavily promoted and sound good prior to
visiting but this does not translate to quality trail experiences on the ground. A key
consideration when developing information in the early stages is to be honest about the
riding experiences available. It is important not to build unrealistic expectations that lead
to disappointed visitors.
One stakeholder noted that it may seem backwards to focus on information while there
was still issues with the supply of trail opportunities, but noted that good information will
help support community efforts to seek funding and support for more development.
He indicated it was really about setting ‘SMART’ (Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Realistic, Timely) goals and establishing the framework for future development.
Assessing what already exists and thinking about how you might shape this to promote
or package rides across the region might also help determine priorities for future
infrastructure development.

Any attempt to promote
the North as a mountain
bike destination must
address the lack of
signage, maps and
other information before
launching any marketing
campaigns. It is
important not to build
unrealistic expectations
that lead to disappointed
visitors. If you promote
the area before trails
are up to scratch the
reputation of the region
may be damaged for
some time.

Kate Reed entry signage
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Signage, Maps and Information Strategies
1

Adopt a regionally consistent approach to signage (trails, maps, bike friendly businesses)

2

Consider branding all MTB trails in the region that are targeted at visitors
(like the 60 Great Short Walks)

3

Trails to be promoted to visitors should have signs that clearly identify trail access points,
directional arrows at intersections and trail difficulty indicated at key points on the trail

4

Use the IMBA Australia trail classification system on signs to illustrate trail difficulty
(white circle, green circle, blue square, black diamond and double black diamond)

5

Develop trail maps and brochures that clearly indicate directions to the trail head, trail
access points, length of the trail, average time to complete, terrain/profile, technical
difficulty, support services (food, water, toilets, parking, mobile phone coverage)

8.4	New Trail Development
Given the recognised gap in the current supply of riding opportunities, it is not surprising that
local riders surveyed called for ‘more trails’ or ‘new trails’ to be developed (94 responses). This
was also recognised as a major limiting factor on the ability of the region to promote itself as a
MTB destination among stakeholders. In some cases riders just wanted new trail development
generally, but in most cases riders wanted ‘more singletrack’ (24 responses), which confirms the
widely recognised view that experienced mountain bike riders, particularly cross country
/ all mountain riders seek out singletrack riding . Therefore, if new trails are to be built,
Experienced mountain
particularly targeting the cross country / all mountain riders, they should be singletrack
bike riders seek out
where possible.
singletrack riding,
therefore, new trails
Some stakeholders suggested that the focus of further investigation should be on areas
should be singletrack
close to population centres to provide benefits for visitors and locals, but also to tap into
where possible.
potential volunteers and community support for development. Similarly, while there is a
42

gap in the current supply of opportunities, locating trails near other tourist attractions is
more likely to attract visitors where mountain biking is not their primary motivation.
Grouping developments may help create a smaller hub or destination within the region to attract
visitors in the initial stages. By attracting visitors this will help stimulate development of
accommodation, food, transport businesses and community support to enable further
development. In the early stages of development the focus should be on areas that have strong
community support and commitment to MTB development as this will be essential in getting the
support of key decision makers and help to leverage additional funding opportunities. Section
9 provides a summary and assessment of the current proposals for new trail developments being
considered in Northern Tasmania. The various development proposals are further outlined in
Attachment E.
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International Mountain Bicycling Association (2004) IMBA’s Guide to Building Sweet Singletrack, IMBA, Boulder.
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New Trail Development Strategies
6

Initial trail developments should look for quick wins, realistic and achievable projects in
the shortest time possible.

7

Initial effort should be directed to trail developments where there is already landowner
and community support and some detailed planning completed.

8

New trail development should be purpose built singletrack where possible.

9

New trail developments targeting visitors should where possible focus on natural, wild,
rugged and iconic locations the Tasmanian brand is built on.

10

New trail developments targeting visitors should link with existing tourist attractions
where possible.

11

Where possible new trail developments should be concentrated around population
centres to generate support and economic benefits for local communities.

12

Initial trail developments should be concentrated around one or two central hubs
and focus on areas with an existing profile and trail networks that can be built on.

13

As the market share grows and the economic benefits are demonstrated, attempts
should be made to spread trail development throughout the region and look for
ways to link riding areas, ideally with off road links.

8.5 Maintenance and Improvements to Existing Trails
The focus of the survey responses around maintenance and improvements to existing trails was
on maintaining, upgrading or better defining the trails already there (65) and improving the
quality and sustainability or trail alignment and flow for riders (34). When these responses are
grouped (99 responses) it is clear that there is an acceptance that many of the trails popular with
riders are poorly constructed, poorly aligned in sections, are unsustainable and need upgrades
or basic maintenance to improve the quality of the trails and riding experiences . There was also
recognition that maintaining and upgrading existing trails with some minor re-routing, improved
surface and drainage and better track definition could provide a cost effective alternative to
trying to close and rehabilitate popular trails and building new sustainable tracks from scratch.
The quote from a survey respondent below summarises the sentiment of many responses:
43

The focus should be on recognising what we have already, making
these tracks and areas legally accessible to mountain biking and invest
sufficient money into maintenance before pouring money into new trails.
Another common response under trail developments and improvements was for more technical
trail features (26 responses). Technical trail features (TTFs), including natural and built challenges
such as jumps, berms, rocks, logs and built structures, provide a quick an easy way to make trails
more interesting and popular to ride. TTFs can either be unavoidable obstacles (if appropriate
to the classification level of the trail) or can be avoidable obstacles on the side of the trail tread
or on a completely separate line or short detour off the main trail. This approach has been
successfully applied in Tasmania on the popular North-South Track on Mt Wellington and to a
lesser extent at the Tarkine Adventure Centre. Adding TTFs provides a relatively quick and
inexpensive way of making existing trails more fun, interesting and challenging for riders.
Scotland’s 7 Stanes recognised that in an increasingly competitive mountain bike tourism market,
in order to attract repeat visits they needed to continually refresh and update trail infrastructure .
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	This was reflected in the Parks and Wildlife Service track strategies for Trevallyn and Kate Reed NRAs which involved an audit of
all trails from an environmental sustainability and safety perspective.
	EKOS Limited and Tourism Resources Company (2007) 7 Stanes Phase 2 Evaluation, Forestry Commission Scotland, Glasgow.
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Maintenance and Improvements to Existing Trails Strategies
14

Where possible and cost effective, upgrade and maintain existing trails to
improve sustainability.

15

Where appropriate to the trail classification, install technical trail features within
or near existing trail corridor to increase the appeal to riders.

16

Review trails on a 5-10 year cycle to add technical features, realign or make
adjustments to keep the product fresh and interesting for riders.

8.6	Detailed Planning and Feasibility Studies
The next most common response in the rider survey around developments required was to
undertake some more detailed planning or feasibility studies which identify exact trail routes and
estimate development costs for priority trails. It was noted by one stakeholder that this should
only occur where there is a reasonable likelihood of success in securing funding (ie where a
funding program was available) otherwise it would be wasted effort. However, history has
shown that the biggest funding for infrastructure projects typically comes around state and
federal elections, and the projects most likely to succeed in this political context are those that
have a degree of planning and rigour behind them.
Others noted that more detailed investigation should only occur where there is landowner
support and where there has already been a degree of planning and feasibility work undertaken.
There are plenty of areas in the North that offer great potential because of the landscapes,
setting, terrain or natural environment, but a lot of time and money could be wasted trying to
identify suitable routes or securing landowner support without any results.

Jacobs Ladder, Ben Lomond NP
Photo courtesy of Mountain Bike Tasmania
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Planning Strategies
17

New trails should not be developed without detailed planning which clearly identifies
the target market (including style of riding and technical difficulty), route alignment
(including land ownership), method of construction, costs of development and ongoing
maintenance, community support and potential funding sources.

8.7	Trail Access and Classification
Along with improvements to existing trails, another common survey response was the push for
authorised access to existing trails or areas (67 responses). Given the rapid growth in mountain
biking, infrastructure developments have not kept up with demand for trails. Mountain bikers
have either looked for existing tracks to ride (fire trails, old vehicle tracks, stock routes or rail lines
or walking tracks) or cut or ‘ridden in’ their own tracks (in the same way that bushwalkers cut
tracks and marked others with cairns). Many of the areas popular with riders are still not
recognised by the land owner/manager as open to mountain bikes and in other cases mountain
biking is not an authorised activity on specific trails (such as on walking only tracks). In many
cases riders simply want legitimate access to the trails they currently ride. The lack of authorised
trails is a major barrier to any promotion and marketing efforts. Tour operators have expressed
frustration at the limitations on where they can take tour groups . Similarly, mountain bike clubs
and experienced riders cannot develop or publicly circulate maps of known rides that are
currently unauthorised .
45
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A related response was around providing mountain bike specific or purpose built trails
(38 responses). This could have been grouped with new trail developments or
Many riders prefer to
maintenance and upgrades, but is more closely linked to the access issue and potential
ride unauthorised
conflicts with other users. Riders currently use a combination of vehicle tracks, fire trails,
singletrack because these
walking tracks and unauthorised singletrack. Many riders prefer to ride the unauthorised
trails represent the closest
singletrack because in most cases these trails represent the closest thing to purpose built
thing to purpose built
trails for mountain biking and the least chance of conflict with other users. While there
trails for mountain biking.
are regular calls for single use mountain bike trails, the International Mountain Bicycling
Association commonly advocate for shared use trails; suggesting that with suitable
design, signage and education the risks and conflicts can be minimised and different
user groups can be encouraged to work together towards common goals of trail access
and maintenance.

	Parks and Wildlife Service (2009) Trevallyn Nature Recreation Area and Kate Reed Nature Recreation Area Draft Track Strategy
Background Report, Department of Environment, Parks, Heritage and the Arts, Hobart
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	Sport and Recreation Tasmania (2010), Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan: Attachments, Department of Economic Development,
Tourism and the Arts, Hobart.
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While the issue of policing or prevention of motorbikes only received a low response
(8 responses), it is an important issue to consider in the development and promotion of mountain
biking opportunities. With the boom in mini trail bikes these bikes suffer the same lack of
infrastructure as mountain biking. However given the speed and noise they are not compatible
with other users and the greater tyre footprint, weight and ability for rapid acceleration means
that they have a much greater potential for environmental impacts. The Blue Tier is one area
where considerable maintenance and upgrade works to tracks for mountain biking was quickly
undone through uncontrolled access by motorised vehicles. Therefore if maps, signs are published
to promote mountain bike opportunities there needs to be some consideration to the likely use
by motor bike riders and how this might be managed.
Trail Access Strategies
18

Work with land managers to identify trails and areas that can be opened up to
mountain bike access.

19

Work with Parks and Wildlife Service to develop a statewide policy on MTB access
on reserved lands which clearly identifies where mountain bikes are allowed on
reserved lands (including a review of the classification of mountain bikes as ‘vehicles’
under the Tasmanian National Parks and Reserves Management Act 2002).

20

Given the costs of building and maintaining trails, the standard policy position should be
for all new MTB trails to be designed, constructed and available as shared use trails.

8.8	Support Facilities
The low number of responses calling for support facilities (20 responses) is to be expected given
rider profile information from New Zealand . This study indicated ‘recreation mountain bikers’ or
riders on day trips from their home base tend to be relatively self-sufficient. It is important to note
that an attraction of mountain biking for many riders is the opportunity to access wild natural
landscapes. Like bushwalkers these riders come prepared for everything and often have low
expectations in terms of infrastructure such as toilets or water. As long as there is somewhere to
park a car, and possibly a trailhead map and some basic directional signage or track grading,
most riders will be happy. It is important to note that commercial tour groups and visitors may
have higher expectations for support infrastructure depending on the target market. Interviews
with tour operators in Canada indicated that destinations with greater support facilities were
selected in preference for those that do not . Similarly, IMBA’s ‘lessons learned from successful
MTB destinations’ (see Attachment G) lists providing support facilities as an important
consideration. However current MTB tour operators in the North indicated that the fact they are
currently operating without these support facilities indicates that these issues can be dealt with if
the trails and riding locations are appealing.
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Support Facilities Strategies
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21

Focus on developing quality trails and installing good signage before looking to improve
support facilities to make riding areas more attractive to the broadest possible market.

22

Ensure majority of riding areas remain relatively natural or untouched as the wild and
rugged nature of Tasmania and the sense of adventure is an attraction and potential
point of difference.

	Tourism Resource Consultants (2009) The New Zealand Cycleway Market Research, prepared for the Ministry of Tourism.
	Tourism Business Essentials (2008) Mountain Bike Tourism, Tourism British Columbia.
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8.9	Marketing and Promotion
It was noted throughout consultations that although there is a need for information to support
locals and independent mountain bike visitors to explore the existing trails, Northern Tasmania
is some way off being ‘product ready’ or in a position to actively market the region. Once the
trails and signage have improved the marketing and promotion will be relatively easy. Reputation,
which is largely spread through word of mouth, is what sells MTB destinations. If you get the
product right riders will tell their friends and the region will quickly be on the radar of riders. This
profile can be enhanced through events and the media coverage they generate.
In Australia there are relatively few mountain bike specific magazines and websites that can
easily be targeted through visiting journalists programs (see Attachment B). However, the focus
of marketing and promotional efforts should be web based. A regional MTB website should be
developed that is highly interactive with maps, photos, podcasts, video streaming of footage
from all trails, GPS map data for download, blogs, links to social networking pages, weather
and trail condition updates and opportunities for feedback on trails and other user generated
content. All the top MTB destinations have high quality websites and every attempt should be
made to ensure any on-line content is at the cutting edge of technology and following the latest
trends in on-line engagement. A Canadian study into mountain bike tourism noted:
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The mountain bike consumer is very web savvy. It is therefore
important that communities have comprehensive tourism websites to convey
all necessary trip-planning details to potential visitors and a web-based
system for responding to inquiries in a timely manner. Information should be
updated frequently and should represent an accurate snapshot of what the
visitor can expect.
Page 52.
Meander Valley Council’s series of great rides with accompanying maps, podcasts and roadside
markers is a creative example of how to use technology to provide on ground interpretation.
However, even this example shows how quickly technology and behaviours change and
destinations need to be quick to embrace new technology. Podcasts are increasingly replaced
by highly interactive i-phone applications and mobile based on-line social media content.
Mountain bike riders will do all their research and trip planning on the web. One of the
stakeholders on the mainland noted that they had recently clicked on a Google banner ad
promoting MTB tours in Tasmania – which lead to the Vertigo MTB site. He indicated that this
approach was obviously targeted based on profile information or web browsing history and
was a highly effective approach (because he had never seen, or clicked on, a similar ad
promoting MTB tours anywhere else). He also indicated that he was impressed with the content
and layout of the website and encouraged the regional marketing to follow the same approach
- essentially selling a menu of rides across the region, each with a different angle or appeal but
all focused on the unique Tasmanian environment.
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	Tourism Business Essentials (2008) Mountain Bike Tourism, Tourism British Columbia.
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Another aspect which is part promotion, part information is the badging of food, accommodation
and other service providers, and even whole towns or communities, as ‘mountain bike friendly’
or ‘cycle friendly’. Service providers need to undertake training to understand the needs of
mountain bikers and then take steps to specifically cater for mountain bikers before they could
badge themselves as ‘MTB friendly’. Tourism Tasmania has held a series of cycle friendly
workshops around the state including Deloraine and St Helens in the North. These or similar
workshops should be rolled out periodically across the region. Meander Valley Council, as part
of their strategy to become recognised as a cycling destination, have developed a cycling
friendly business accreditation program and associated cycle friendly logo for use by accredited
businesses. The accreditation process and basic format of this logo could be adapted
across the region with scope to include a different image for a particular town or municipality
(see Attachment D).
Marketing and Promotion Strategies
23

Once the trails, signage and other product are market ready, develop a marketing
strategy with a strong emphasis on creative on-line content and innovative approaches
to marketing using the latest cutting edge technology and popular media.

24

Develop a highly interactive website containing all information and links relating to
MTB in the North

25

Work with the State Government and other stakeholders to develop a Tasmanian
MTB website or broader Tasmanian trails website which can direct visitors to the
Northern MTB website.

26

Attract visiting journalists to events and new trail developments to help build the
profile of the region.

27

Roll out a series of MTB friendly workshops for businesses and communities that will
be a focus for infrastructure developments (eg Launceston, Lilydale, Scottsdale, Derby,
Weldborough, St Helens, Deloraine).

28

Adapt the Meander Valley cycle friendly business logo for use to promote MTB
friendly businesses and communities across the North.

Blue Dragon Challenge
Photo Chris Crerar courtesy of Ben Mather
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8.10 Events
As indicated in Section 4.2 events are an important mountain bike tourism product and a major
vehicle to promote riding across the region. The Blue Dragon Challenge is the only existing event
likely to attract a significant number of interstate and intrastate visitors. While new events,
particularly those focusing on recreational or social aspects of riding, may present an opportunity
in the region ultimately it will be up to commercial event organisers, rather than governments
or land managers, to identify gaps in the market. New events that are consistent with the
destination image and branding for the region should be supported as long as they are not in
competition with, or dilute participation in, established mountain bike events proven to attract
visitors to the region.
Event Strategies
29

In the initial stages continue to support and promote the Blue Dragon to attract visitors
and promote MTB in the region

30

Provide support new and emerging events where the event is consistent with any
branding and marketing strategies and there is clearly defined market that will not
compete with or dilute participation in other events.

8.11	Mountain Bike Tour Product
The MTB tour product available is in its infancy in the Northern region. The current product is
focused around guided tours, because options for self-guided or supported tours are limited by
the lack of available maps, signs and information that would enable people to navigate by
themselves. As the infrastructure on the ground evolves the tour product is likely to expand to
encompass a broader range of options including supported tours and self-guided tours through
to transport services supporting independent travel. Tourism Tasmania and regional tourism
associations should continue to work with existing and new tourismproviders to develop and
expand their products and markets.
MTB Tour Product Strategies
31

Support existing and new tour providers to develop, expand and promote their product
in the region.

8.12	Private Land
Private land represents a relatively untapped resource for mountain biking in Northern Tasmania.
While there are several existing riding areas on private land, they are either unauthorised for
public use or only authorised for use during organised club events. While there are some private
land owners supportive of mountain biking and interested in developing riding opportunities it is
largely concerns around potential liability that prevents them developing trails, or opening these
trails up for public access. With amendments to the Civil Liability Act 2002 a lot of the risks and
responsibility has shifted back to the individual, particularly where the risks are ‘obvious’ or they
are participating in ‘dangerous recreational activities’ . However, the legislation remains
untested in Tasmania and land owners are cautious.
50
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	Sport and Recreation Tasmania have developed an information sheet on the Civil Liability Act 2002 –
see www.development.tas.gov.au/sportrec
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The Civil Liability Act 2002 provides increased protection for public authorities where they issue
a risk warning – the public authority does not owe a duty of care for any risks involved in
recreational activities for which is has issued a risk warning. However the same provisions do
not extend to private land owners.
One of the stakeholders noted that in Southern Tasmania some councils are working on entering
into legal agreements with private landowners that create a public right of way on private land
(opening trails up for public access) and at the same time transferring the legal liability to the
council as a solution to the concerns of land owners.
Another option, which is successfully applied in places like Canada, is to provide private
facilities that riders pay to use . Entrance fees provide a source of funds for trail development
and maintenance and importantly cover the costs of insurance (which is often prohibitive for
most private landowners). The other option for private land owners is to develop trails for the
exclusive use of commercial operators, with the insurance and risk transferred to the operator
in the same way private land owners currently transfer the risk to clubs and event organisers.
This solution also provides the element of exclusivity particularly sought by the high income end
of the market.
51

Private Land Strategies
32

51

Work with private land owners to explore options for publicly accessible trails

	45 private, profit oriented bike parks opened in 2003, most of those in North America and Europe – source: Koepke, J (2005)
Exploring the Market Potential for Yukon Mountain Bike Tourism, Yukon Canada’s True North and Cycling Association of Yukon.

IMBA Trail Building School, Hollybank
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8.13	Governance and Partnerships
Partnerships between various stakeholders are key ingredients at successful MTB destinations.
In many of these locations the push for MTB tourism can be traced back to a single organisation
or individual. There are many enthusiastic individuals looking to progress the mountain bike
agenda in the North and organisations such as Northern Tasmania Development (NTD), Forestry
Tasmania, Sport and Recreation Tasmania (SRT) and the Parks and Wildlife Service should
work with these individuals to accelerate the developments outlined elsewhere in this report.
In the initial stages it is suggested that a Northern Regional MTB working group be established in
the North (as recommended in the Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan) comprising individuals
from the organisations listed above along with one or two council representatives and one or two
industry stakeholders. Either NTD or SRT, who are not land managers, would be best placed to
coordinate such a group. As proposals gain momentum local project working groups based
around individual trails or MTB adventure centres could drive the local level developments. It is
recommended that representatives of the regional working group or those involved in local projects
with significant budgets should visit other MTB destinations in the planning stages to see first-hand
what works and what doesn’t work. The obvious locations would be Mt Buller, Forest, the You
Yangs and Listerfield in Victoria and possibly Mt Stromlo in the ACT as the most accessible and
cost effective areas to visit from Tasmania . Similarly Rotorua in New Zealand is arguably the best
MTB destination in the Southern Hemisphere and should be high on the list of any group looking
to see how an established MTB destination is developed. It would be useful to be familiar with the
strengths and weaknesses of these locations because ultimately these locations represent the most
direct competitors to Northern Tasmania as a MTB destination.
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Governance and Partnerships Strategies
33

NTD or SRT to establish a regional working group to progress the recommendations in
this report.

34

Project working teams should visit Mainland Australia and New Zealand to learn from
established destinations and competitors during the planning stages of significant projects.

8.14	Trail Construction Methods
With limited budgets, greater environmental awareness and improved construction techniques
any new trails built should be well constructed and environmentally sustainable. Most of the
existing trails in the North are not rideable year round or after high rainfall and are either
unsustainable now or would be unsustainable with increased use by visitors. Destinations such
as Wales and Scotland, that have high rainfall, have built trails that can cope with high levels
of use all year round. They have achieved this through a combination of trail design and route
location, with a strong awareness of the impact of slope and the need to get water off the trail,
along with the need to have a hard wearing tread – in most cases rock, compacted gravel or
timber. When these materials are used on well designed and located trails, these trails can be
ridden during or immediately after rain. In terms of MTB tourism this is a critical consideration as
visiting riders may not have the luxury of waiting a week until trail conditions improve. In Northern
Tasmania as local participation grows and visitors to the region increase it is inevitable that
natural surface or dirt tracks common throughout region will be unable to cope and rapidly
erode, particularly after periods of rainfall. IMBA Australia has recognised this issue across
Australia and now recommends the use of compacted gravel, rock or similar high quality finish
for all trail developments.
	It is noted that representatives of PWS and LMBC involved with the trail developments at Trevallyn NRA and Kate Reed NRA have
undertaken a similar trip recently for this express purpose. While the findings from their trip could and should be shared with other
stakeholders, the benefits of firsthand experience for those unfamiliar with other MTB destinations should not be dismissed.
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Another issue to consider in trail construction is whether trails should be hand built or machine
built. With the development of mini-excavators, bobcats and similar specialised equipment there
is an increasing acceptance of machine built trails. If Northern Tasmania wants to establish itself
as a MTB destination in the least possible time every attempt should be made to engage
professional trail builders who can create machine built trails. There is still a place for hand
finishing, and this is where local riders and volunteers can assist in the construction process and
develop a sense of ownership. While singletrack is clearly preferred by riders, consideration
should be given to retaining a corridor wide enough for access by quad bikes or similar. This
will enable easy transport of materials during construction and after the trail is built will allow
easier periodic maintenance and emergency access. Strategic location of rocks, logs and other
natural features can act as ‘anchor points’ and reduce the trail tread but still maintain a suitable
corridor for access.
Trail Construction Methods Strategies
35

Adopt the sustainable trail construction methodology promoted by the International
Mountain Bicycle Association as the minimum standard for trail construction across
the region

36

Encourage the use of rock, compacted gravel or similar hard wearing surface finish
on suitably designed and located trails to ensure trails are rideable year round in all
weather conditions.

37

Use professional trail builders with the support of volunteers where possible.

38

Construct machine built trail where conditions allow suitable access for sustainable
trail alignment.

8.15	Research
As noted in the ‘lessons learned’ the MTB destinations that have experienced the most dramatic
growth and secured the most recurrent funding have collected good information that is able to
identify their market and the economic benefits this generates in the community.
Destinations that have a good handle on the numbers of visitors and how visitation has
changed over time along with the average spend and length of stay of visitors can build
The most successful
up a persuasive picture of the economic benefits the MTB visitors bring to the local
MTB destinations have
community. This helps generate community support and tends to attract funding. Other
collect good information
data to collect on riders such as their origin, services used, opinions of the trail networks
on their visitors and the
and demographic characteristics enables destinations to target their marketing and
economic benefits they
adapt their product to match expectations of visitors. A build it and leave it mentality will
generate for the
see funds wasted. Destinations such as 7 Stanes and Whistler regularly add, modify
community.
and refresh their trails to keep visitors coming back.
53

Research Strategies
39

53
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Undertake periodic targeted market research and modelling of the economic benefits
of the trails across the region.

	7 Stanes identified “the need to refresh / upgrade and sustain the trails indefinitely – minimum 10 year period” – source: EKOS
Limited and Tourism Resources Company (2007) 7 Stanes Phase 2 Evaluation, Forestry Commission Scotland, Glasgow, pg 12.
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8.16	Rider Behaviour and Education
Mountain bikes, along with vehicles and machinery used in the construction of mountain bike
trails, provide a potential source for the spread of weeds and soil pathogens such as the root
rot fungus Phytophthora cinnamomi. Therefore, an important consideration in any regional
approach to the development and promotion of mountain biking must consider approaches to
minimise the potential for mountain bikes and vehicles to spread weeds and Phytophthora. An
obvious strategy is to increase rider awareness and provide education about wash down
practices and minimal impact/leave no trace principles. However, in some situations the
approach will have to go beyond information and education. Wash down stations will be
required at locations known to contain weeds or Phytophthora, to encourage riders to wash their
bikes at the end of the ride.
In addition to education around weeds and Phytophthora there are more generic messages that
can be provided to riders about codes of conduct and behaviour on the trail. The International
Mountain Bicycle Association ‘rules of the trail’ provide an internationally recognised set of rules
to encourage riders to share trails and ride responsibly with minimal impact on the environment
and other trail users.
Rider Behaviour and Education Strategies
40

Provide wash down stations at locations known to contain Phytophthora cinnamomi
or significant weed problems to minimise the spread to other riding areas

41

Through interpretation and education encourage adoption of IMBA ‘rules of the trail’,
‘Leave No Trace’ and other minimal impact principles by mountain bike riders, clubs,
tour operators and trail advocates.
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Blue Dragon Challenge
Photo Chris Crerar courtesy of Ben Mather
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9.	Northern Trail Development Opportunities
9.1	Stakeholder Assessment of Trail Development Priorities
During workshops with land managers and individual discussions, stakeholders were asked to
identify the locations that offered the best potential for future development. The trails and areas
most commonly identified as priority sites for infrastructure developments or upgrades by key
stakeholders are listed below (in the order of the most common to the least common).
•	
Hollybank – many stakeholders recognised the level of planning work that had
already been done and essentially all that is needed is to fully implement the plans that
exist. It is important to note that conceptual plans have been developed to extend the
trails beyond Hollybank Forest Reserve to Mt Arthur. Further planning is required for
this work.
Kate Reed and Trevallyn – while trail plans are currently being implemented,
•	
various stakeholders identified the need to concentrate efforts on getting the areas with
existing planning complete before proceeding to new projects.
Blue Tier – stakeholders identified upgrades and additional trail developments
•	
including a new singletrack trail to provide a return loop to/from the Wellington Creek
Track / Blue Tier Descent as priority developments.
Ben Lomond – some stakeholders argued for upgraded opportunities and
•	
extending the singletrack trail from mountain to foothills (some noted identification of the
opportunities at Ben Lomond was a potential project in itself).
North East Rail Trail – different stakeholders argued about the merits of this trail in
•	
attracting ‘Mountain Bike’ visitors. It is acknowledged it is not a true mountain bike trail,
but it still offers some benefit to MTB riders, even if it is only an off road connection
for multi-day rides or touring. Different stages of this proposed trail have had more
planning and immediate potential for infrastructure development than others. The trail
certainly offers potential to establish the North East as a cycling hub.
•	
Mt Stronach – a few stakeholders noted this proposed new trail development with
route and costings currently being developed.
•	
Mt Helen to Cuckoo Falls – a few stakeholders noted this proposed new iconic
trail development with initial route scoping and costings being developed.
These areas and other proposed developments that were investigated during the consultation
phase of the project are discussed in more detail in Attachment E. Attachment E discusses the
history and planning behind each development, the type of riding proposed, setting and
potential experience offered and a discussion on the type of community support. This information
has been used to assess relative merits of each development proposal (see Section 9.2)
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9.2	Infrastructure Development Priorities
In an attempt to assess priorities for future trail development, and to identify those proposals with
the best potential for further planning and investigation, each of the trail development proposals
discussed in Attachment E were assessed against a series of criteria outlined in Table 5. These
criteria have been adapted from those presented in the Trails Tasmania Strategy, and the criteria
used to in Sport and Recreation Tasmania’s trails and bikeways grant program. The first five
criteria were considered essential preconditions for any on ground works and as such were
given a higher weighting to highlight the areas that presented the least barriers to development,
the greatest attraction to riders and the potential to generate economic benefits for local
communities. The remaining criteria consider a range of factors that may enhance the potential
of an area to attract visiting riders.
Table 5: Criteria used to assess trail development proposals.
Assessment Criteria

Rationale / Explanation

Essential Criteria
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Landowner support

Without landowner support a trail will not be developed. Where
a final trail alignment is still to be finalised and it could potentially
pass through multiple land tenures, the proposal would rank lower
on this criteria.

Level of planning

Proposals that have had some level of planning and investigation
to identify the type of trail, route, construction methods, costs of
construction and maintenance and target markets provide land
managers and grant providers with greater confidence about the
feasibility of a proposal compared with conceptual proposals.

Level of community and
rider support

Support of riders and the broader local community is a common
success factor in established mountain bike destinations. Local riders
and the community will help monitor and maintain trails and drive
development.

Market appeal

To become a MTB destination requires trails that capture the
imagination of riders. Capitalising on the Tasmanian brand with
trails in iconic locations rich in scenery or set amongst wild, natural
settings and unique terrain will appeal to riders. Exceptional or
unique trails attract riders and capture the attention of MTB media
and event organisers. Great trails in iconic locations offer the
greatest appeal.

Potential to support local
economies

A major focus of Governments and organisations such as NTD is to
promote economic growth throughout the region. The more MTB
riders disperse throughout the small rural communities, the greater the
spread of benefits and the more attractive a proposal becomes to
funding bodies. Economic benefits will drive community support and
promote further investment in trail development.
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Table 5: Criteria used to assess trail development proposals Continued...
Assessment Criteria

Rationale / Explanation

Desirable Criteria
Accessibility to visitors
and locals

Facilities that offer benefits to locals as well as visitors will have greater
chance of attracting Government funding and generate volunteer
support. While visitors will travel further to access great trails, locations
that are close to population centres or on key touring routes will
appeal to the broadest market, representing the most effective return
on investment.

Tourism profile and links to
other visitor attractions

Trails or riding areas that can leverage off established visitor
attractions will require considerably less marketing effort than
locations without a profile.

Existing support infrastructure

Mountain bike destinations require a range of infrastructure to
succeed including trails, signage, car parks, toilets, accommodation,
cafés, food outlets, transport and other support facilities. Where
facilities already exist the time and financial commitment to put a
riding area on the map decreases significantly.

Table 6 and Map 3 highlights the proposals offering the best opportunities for trail development
in the Northern region (see Attachment E for a summary of the various proposals). The proposals
have been grouped into high, medium and low priority developments and those considered
unsuitable for development at this stage. High priority developments are either under construction,
shovel ready, or have a high degree of planning and established landowner and community
support. Medium priority projects in most cases require additional planning but offer considerable
potential. In some cases they may not have the same level of landowner or community support
as the high priority developments. Low priority developments often are conceptual ideas with no
planning or landowner support but in locations that offer potential appeal to visiting riders.
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Ringarooma / XC / AM
Derby

Mt Victoria – Derby

XC

XC / AM

Scottsdale /
Herrick

North East Rail Trail

XC / AM
/ DH

Rossarden

Deloraine

Western Tiers / Tasmanian
Trail

XC / AM

Craggy Peaks & Surrounds

Whitemark /
Lady Baron

The Flinders Experience

XC

XC / AM

Prospect

Kate Reed NRA

XC / AM

Mt Helen – Mt Scott - Cuckoo Scottsdale
Falls

Trevallyn

Trevallyn NRA

Medium Priority Developments

XC / DH
/ FR / DJ

Underwood

Hollybank Forest Reserve

Type of
Riding

Derby /
XC / AM
Weldborough / DH

Nearest
Town

Blue Tier / Derby /
Weldborough

High Priority Developments

Proposed Development

4

4

4

4

4

2

6

6

6

6

Landowner
support
high = 6
med = 4
low = 2

Table 6: Assessment of Infrastructure Development Potential
Planning
high = 6
med = 4
low = 2

2

4

4

4

2

4

6

6

6

4

2

4

4

6

4

6

6

6

6

6

Community
& rider
support
high = 6
med = 4
low = 2
Market
appeal
high = 6
med = 4
low = 2

6

6

6

2

6

6

2

2

4

6

6

4

6

6

6

6

0

0

2

6

Benefit
to local
economies
high = 6
med = 4
low = 2
Access
high = 3
med = 2
low = 1

1

1

2

2

2

1

3

3

2

1

3

1

1

2

2

2

0

2

3

3

Profile
& other
attractions
high = 3
med = 2
low = 1
Existing
trails
high = 3
med = 2
low = 1

1

1

0

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

Existing
support
facilities
high = 3
med = 2
low = 1

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

3

2

27

28

28

28

29

29

29

29

33

36

Total Score
(Out of a
possible
42)
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XC / AM

Mt Stronach

Prospect

Beaconsfield

Derby

Beaconsfield / Flowery Gully

Mt Horror

Rosevale

Four Springs

Launceston Casino

0

Gladstone /
Pioneer

Bay of Fires – Mt Cameron –
Gladstone

XC / AM

XC

XC

XC / AM

0

0

2

2

0

Greens Beach to Bakers Beach Greens Beach XC / AM

XC / AM

0

Blessington

XC / AM

Ben Lomond Plateau

4

2

4

Landowner
support
high = 6
med = 4
low = 2

Developments Considered Unsuitable for Development Currently

Scottsdale

XC / AM
/ DH

Ben Lomond Foothills & extend Blessington
Singletrack Descent

Type of
Riding

XC / DH

Nearest
Town

Mt Arthur and Hollybank State Underwood
Forest

Low Priority Developments

Proposed Development
Planning
high = 6
med = 4
low = 2

Table 6: Assessment of Infrastructure Development Potential Continued...

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

4

0

2

0

0

0

4

0

4

2

2

4

4

Community
& rider
support
high = 6
med = 4
low = 2
Market
appeal
high = 6
med = 4
low = 2

4

2

0

2

6

6

6

4

4

6

4

4

0

2

6

2

2

6

4

2

Benefit
to local
economies
high = 6
med = 4
low = 2
Access
high = 3
med = 2
low = 1

1

2

3

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

0

1

2

0

3

1

2

1

3

2

Profile
& other
attractions
high = 3
med = 2
low = 1
Existing
trails
high = 3
med = 2
low = 1

0

1

1

2

0

2

0

0

1

1

Existing
support
facilities
high = 3
med = 2
low = 1

0

0

3

1

0

0

2

1

1

0

9

10

14

15

16

17

18

24

23

24

Total Score
(Out of a
possible
42)

Narawntapu National Park

3

12
DERBY

SCOTTSDALE
TONGANAH

WELDBOR

LILYDALE

2
1

7

6

LAUNCESTON
DELORAINE
Ben Lomond
National Park

11

9
AVOCA

CAMPBELL TOWN
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N
10

Mount William National Park

WHITEMARK

LADY BARRON

3

5
HERRICK

12

Bay of Fires Conservation Area

DERBY

SCOTTSDALE
TONGANAH

WELDBOROUGH

FLINDERS ISLAND INSET

2
ST HELENS

LEGEND

6

1 Trevallyn & Kate Reed
2 Hollybank/Mt Arthur

Ben Lomond
National Park

3 Mt Stronach

8

4 East Coast Route
5 Blue Tier/Derby

4

6 Mt Helen to Mt Victoria
7 Mt Barrow

9
Douglas-Apsley
National Park

AVOCA

8 Ben Lomond
9 Craggy Peaks
10 Flinders Experience
11 Western Tiers/Tasmanian Trail
12 North East Rail Trail

BICHENO

L TOWN

Disused rail line
Tasmanian Trail
Proposed Trail
Conceptual Future Trail
Freycinet National Park
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Blue Tier Descent
Photo courtesy of Vertigo MTB
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10.	Recommendations
10.1	Development Strategies for Northern Tasmania
Table 7 combines all the strategies previously identified in Section 8 that are aimed at encouraging the
development of Northern Tasmania as a mountain bike destination.
Table 7: Strategies for the Development of Northern Tasmania as a MTB destination
Signage, Maps and Information
1

Adopt a regionally consistent approach to signage (trails, maps, bike friendly businesses)

2

Consider branding all MTB trails in the region that are targeted at visitors (like the 60 Great Short Walks)

3

Trails to be promoted to visitors should have signs that clearly identify trail access points, directional
arrows at intersections and trail difficulty indicated at key points on the trail

4

Use the IMBA Australia trail classification system on signs to illustrate trail difficulty (white circle, green
circle, blue square, black diamond and double black diamond)

5

Develop trail maps and brochures that clearly indicate directions to the trail head, trail access points,
length of the trail, average time to complete, terrain/profile, technical difficulty, support services (food,
water, toilets, parking, mobile phone coverage)

New Trail Development
6

Initial trail developments should look for quick wins, realistic and achievable projects in the shortest
time possible.

7

Initial effort should be directed to trail developments where there is already landowner and community
support and some detailed planning completed.

8

New trail development should be purpose built singletrack where possible.

9

New trail developments targeting visitors should where possible focus on natural, wild, rugged and
iconic locations the Tasmanian brand is built on.

10

New trail developments targeting visitors should link with existing tourist attractions where possible.

11

Where possible new trail developments should be concentrated around population centres to generate
support and economic benefits for local communities.

12

Initial trail developments should be concentrated around one or two central hubs and focus on areas
with an existing profile and trail networks that can be built on.

13

As the market share grows and the economic benefits are demonstrated, attempts should be made to
spread trail development throughout the region and look for ways to link riding areas, ideally with off
road links.

Maintenance and Improvements to Existing Trails
14

Where possible and cost effective, upgrade and maintain existing trails to improve sustainability.

15

Where appropriate to the trail classification, install technical trail features within or near existing trail
corridor to increase the appeal to riders.

16

Review trails on a 5-10 year cycle to add technical features, realign or make adjustments to keep the
product fresh and interesting for riders.
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Table 7 Strategies for the Development of Northern Tasmania as a MTB destination Continued...
Planning
17

New trails should not be developed without detailed planning which clearly identifies the target
market (including style of riding and technical difficulty), route alignment (including land ownership),
method of construction, costs of development and ongoing maintenance, community support and
potential funding sources.

Trail Access
18

Work with land managers to identify trails and areas that can be opened up to mountain bike access.

19

Work with Parks and Wildlife Service to develop a statewide policy on MTB access on reserved lands
which clearly identifies where mountain bikes are allowed on reserved lands (including a review of the
classification of mountain bikes as ‘vehicles’ under the Tasmanian National Parks and Reserves
Management Act 2002).

20

Given the costs of building and maintaining trails, the standard policy position should be for all new
MTB trails to be designed, constructed and available as shared use trails.

Support Facilities
21

Focus on developing quality trails and installing good signage before looking to improve support
facilities to make riding areas more attractive to the broadest possible market.

22

Ensure some riding areas remain relatively natural or untouched as the wild and rugged nature of
Tasmania and the sense of adventure is an attraction and potential point of difference.

Marketing and Promotion
23

Once the trails, signage and other product are market ready, develop a marketing strategy with a
strong emphasis on creative on-line content and innovative approaches to marketing using the latest
cutting edge technology and popular media.

24

Develop a highly interactive website containing all information and links relating to MTB in the North

25

Work with the State Government and other stakeholders to develop a Tasmanian MTB website
or broader Tasmanian trails website which can direct visitors to the Northern MTB website.

26

Attract visiting journalists to events and new trail developments to help build the profile of the region.

27

Roll out a series of MTB friendly workshops for businesses and communities that will be a focus
for infrastructure developments (eg Launceston, Lilydale, Scottsdale, Derby, Weldborough,
St Helens, Deloraine).

28

Adapt the Meander Valley cycle friendly business logo for use to promote MTB friendly businesses and
communities across the North.

Event
29

Continue to support and promote the Blue Dragon as the main event to promote MTB in the region

30

Supporting new events to establish where the event is consistent with any branding and marketing
strategies and there is clearly defined market that will not compete with or dilute participation in
other events.

MTB Tour Product
31

Support existing and new tour providers to develop, expand and promote their product in the region.

Private Land
32
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Work with private land owners to explore options for publicly accessible trails
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Table 7 Strategies for the Development of Northern Tasmania as a MTB destination Continued...
Governance and Partnerships
33

NTD or SRT to establish a regional working group to progress the recommendations in this report.

34

Project working teams should visit Mainland Australia and New Zealand to learn from established
destinations and competitors during the planning stages of significant projects.

Trail Construction Methods
35

Adopt the sustainable trail construction methodology promoted by the International Mountain Bicycle
Association as the minimum standard for trail construction across the region

36

Encourage the use of rock, compacted gravel or similar hard wearing surface finish on suitably
designed and located trails to ensure trails are rideable year round in all weather conditions.

37

Use professional trail builders with the support of volunteers where possible.

38

Construct machine built trail where conditions allow suitable access for sustainable trail alignment.

Research
39

Undertake periodic targeted market research and modelling of the economic benefits of the trails
across the region.

Rider Behaviour and Education
40

Provide wash down stations at locations known to contain Phytophthora cinnamomi or significant weed
problems to minimise the spread to other riding areas

41

Through interpretation and education encourage adoption of IMBA ‘rules of the trail’, ‘Leave No Trace’
and other minimal impact principles by mountain bike riders, clubs , tour operators and trail advocates.

10.2	Development Priorities and Indicative Costs
The following tables attempt to summarise the development priorities for the region, the magnitude of costs and
where the costs are expected to be incurred over time. The costs have been identified as short, medium or long
term costs. Short term is considered 1-2 years and could be considered the start up or initiation phase where
the focus is on achieving ‘quick wins’ for new trail developments and developing signage and information on
existing trails and undertaking more detailed planning for other development proposals. Medium term is
considered 3-5 years and represents a growth phase where the focus is on significant infrastructure development
and further planning to support the development of the region as a destination along with some preliminary
marketing and promotion. Long term is considered greater than 5 years and represents a phase of further
infrastructure expansion and more active and aggressive promotion of the region as a destination
In some cases the costs are very accurate and based on detailed trail plans and feasibility studies. In other
situations they are based on estimates using similar projects or generic per meter rates of construction as a
guide. Costs of construction are as varied as the topography, vegetation, geology and soils that trails pass
through. Despite this, most trail builders were able to provide ‘typical’ per metre construction costs, or at least
a range within which most trails construction costs will fall, and these are outlined in Attachment F. A rate of
between $25 and $50 per metre seems to fall within a typical or average range proposed by most trail
builders. Where possible this formula has been used in the estimates below, in other situations the exact route
and length of trails is largely unknown so ballpark estimates have been provided relative to the costs of similar
type and sized projects. Only through detailed on ground assessment of trail building conditions and assessment
of the best and most sustainable route alignment can a more accurate cost be obtained. These tables are
intended to indicate the magnitude of costs for different development priorities, rather than definitive costs for
on ground works.
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Various factors may influence where a particular trail, area or proposal sits in terms of priorities
at any point in time, but these tables represent an assessment of where the priorities are currently
and where the best return on investment can be achieved. These priorities can rapidly change
as more detailed planning and assessments are undertaken or where funding is secured.
Table 8: Region wide development priorities and indicative costs
Proposed Development

Development of trail maps and GPS data

Short Term
Costs
(1-2 yrs)

Medium
Term Costs
(3-5 yrs)

Long Term
Costs
(>5 years)

$15

$15

$15K

Website development and maintenance

$20K

$5K

$5K

Development of PWS statewide MTB policy

$15K

MTB friendly workshops for businesses and
communities

$5K

$10K

$5K

Development of regionally consistent signage template

$25K

Project team visits to NZ / Aus MTB destinations

$15K

$20K

$2K

$5K

$8K

Market research and tracking visitor numbers

$30K

$40K

$50K

Support for new and existing events

$10K

$20K

Support for MTB tour providers

$10K

$20K

Coordination of regional and local working groups

Development of MTB North brand and marketing plan

$30K

Development of Northern MTB rides brochure

$20K

Visiting journalist program

$20K

On line marketing
Totals

$40K
$50K

$147,000

$205,000

$173,000

Table 9: High priority infrastructure developments and indicative costs
Proposed Development

Short Term
Costs

Medium
Term Costs

Long Term
Costs

Derby / Blue Tier
Repair access road to top of Blue Tier (Poimena)
Upgrades to Blue Tier Descent

$25K
$200K

Identification of return loop to top of Blue Tier

$10K

Upgrade existing signage, maps and information

$15K

Blue Tier return loop / second descent and signage

$240K

Additional singletrack to connect loops from Derby

$100K

Hollybank
Track development Stage 1 (Joey Klein / FT plan)

$500K

Track development Stage 2 (Joey Klein / FT plan)
Totals
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$500K
$750,000

$840,000

$0

Table 10: Medium priority infrastructure developments and indicative costs
Proposed Development

Short Term
Costs

Medium Term
Costs

Long Term
Costs

Trevallyn
Complete track networks to high standard

$400K

Identification of safe access route from City

$10K

Signage and modifications of access route from the City

$80K

Regionally consistent signage, maps and information

$10K

Kate Reed
Complete track networks to high standard

$300K

Regionally consistent signage, maps and information

$5K

Flinders Experience
Feasibility study and Flinders Island Trail Plan

$50K

Western Tiers / Tasmania Trail
Investigate Tas Trail reroute options and discrete day rides
Explore MTB route options along Western Tiers

$15K
$50K

Regionally consistent signage, maps and information

$10K

North East Rail Trail
Tonganah to Ledgerwood trail development and signage

$250K

Ledgerwood to Herrick (possible land purchases/leases)

$600K

Identification of route from Herrick to Derby / Blue Tier

$10K

Launceston to Tonganah trail development and signage

$1.5 million

Mt Helen – Mt Scott – Cukoo Falls
Route planning, costs and feasibility analysis

$20K

Trail construction and signage

$550K

$415K

Craggy Peaks
Secure landowner support and identify funding source

$2K

Complete original planned trail development and signage

$200K

Mt Victoria – Derby
Route planning, costs and feasibility analysis

$50K

Trail construction and signage
Totals

$1 million
$1,072,000

$1,450,000

$3,005,000
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Table 11: Low priority infrastructure developments and indicative costs
Proposed Development

Short Term
Costs

Medium Term
Costs

Long Term
Costs

Mt Arthur and Hollybank State Forest
Mt Arthur route planning, costs and feasibility analysis

$30K

Mt Arthur trail construction and signage

$500K

Ben Lomond Foothills
Extend singletrack to NP boundary

$40K

Investigate potential routes around the foothills of Ben Lomond

$50K

Regionally consistent signage, maps and information

$10K

Mt Stronach
Route planning, costs and feasibility analysis

$5K

Trail construction and signage
Totals

$90K
$40,000

$95,000

$590,000

Conclusion
These tables show that an initial investment of between $900,000 and $2 million in the short term (1-2 years)
and an additional $2.5 million in the medium term (3-5 years) would establish the reputation of the Northern
region as a one of the major Australian MTB destinations. Once Northern Tasmania is on the MTB map,
additional infrastructure development and more targeted marketing in the long term will enable the region to
respond to changing market trends and remain a destination of choice for MTB riders for years to come.
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Attachment A: Stakeholders Consulted
Table A1: List of Stakeholders Consulted
Name

Organisation

Individual meetings and discussions
Ian Ferrier

Mountain BIKE! Tasmania

Buck Gibson

Vertigo MTB

Rob Potter

Trail Systems

Louisa Hay

Launceston Mountain Bike Club

Ben Mather

Blue Dragon Challenge, Rapid Cycling

Nic Deka

Wildside MTB

Malcolm Cowan

Tamar Bicycle User Group

Frank Hussey

Tourism Tasmania

Adam Sadler

Flinders Council

Peter Fehre

Tasmanian Trail Association

Phil Atkins & Bede Clifton

Federal Group - Country Club Casino

Kendall Rixon

West Tamar Council

Jo Field

Trail builder

Neil Ross

Cycling Australia

Nick Bowman

IMBA Australia

Luke Chiu

Sport and Recreation Tasmania

Andrew Harris

Writer and Photographer

Workshop Participants
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Craig Plaistead

Meander Valley Council

Michele Gibbins

Sport and Recreation Tasmania

Leanne Hurst

Launceston City Council

Bonnie McGee

Launceston City Council

Tony Scott

Forestry Tasmania

William Wright

Department of Economic Development Tourism and the Arts

Chris Colley

Parks and Wildlife Service

Leanne Hurst

Launceston City Council
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Attachment B: National Articles Promoting MTB and Cycling in the North
Feature: Nationals, Wildside, Mayhem on the Mount, Blue Dragon, Squamish, Kona 24

Blue
dragOn
Slaying

words & photography Andrew Harris

Flirt with Kate Reed, drop
Ben Lomond, marvel at the
Irish Dog Carrier, and go
cleat to claw with the Blue
Dragon…it’s all happening,
out on the trails of NorthEastern Tasmania.

O

n our final night of this particular riding adventure in
Launceston, me and my riding buddy, Dave ‘Romeo’
Rome, spot a little kid on a mini-motorbike. He’s
waiting at a major intersection, headlights off but helmeted,
as if he’s shrunk in the wash. It’s about 10pm, he’s about five,
and anywhere else in Australia it’d probably turn heads. But
this is Tassie, and it seems the most normal thing – just like
the falling-apart Torana that wants to race us around the next
corner; the unidentifiable, golf-ball-sized stinging insects in
the bush; the gloriously untouched pizza makers at country
pubs (“A mar-ga-ri-ta? Now, what is that?”); fields of swaying
opium poppies; and the super-challenging, world-class riding.
Mountain biking mainlanders, prepare yourselves: the island
state is a world away from home.

Flirting with Kate reed
Fresh off the Spirit of Tasmania, after an hour and a half
riding the Kate Reed Recreational Reserve, I’ve broken a
pedal. The delay costs us our freedom – the caretakers have
locked the boom gates and we’ve trapped ourselves in the
grounds of the Tasmanian Institute of Sport! It seems that the
gates are open only during business hours. We should have
April ’10|aMB 50
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Attachment B: National Articles Promoting MTB and Cycling in the North Continued...

Feature: Nationals, Wildside, Mayhem on the Mount, Blue Dragon, Squamish, Kona 24

01.
ride:
Kate Reed Recreational
Reserve – tucked behind the
Tasmanian Institute of Sport in
Prospect, a suburb of Launceston,
this playground is accessed
through a business-hours boom
gate, with the trailhead in the last
gravel carpark up the hill from the
main road.
Mountainbike Tasmania – Ian
Ferrier and his crew can run a
range of rides to suit all levels
of derring do, and are happy
to dispense trail advice too –
Mountain Designs, 120 Charles
Street, Launceston; (03) 6334
0988; www.mountainbiketasmania.
com.au
The Blue Dragon Challenge
– top-notch riding across the
stunning Blue Tier; chilled-out
camping never more than a cooee
from the pub; and a hundreds of
friendly local bikers to introduce
you to the scene, this two-day
event organised by elite riders Ben
Mather and Rowena Fry has it all –
www.wildwheelpromotions.com.au

noticed that every other rider had entered vehicle free…
After some uncontrollable giggling, we realise we might
spend the night in the car, and ring the local police station:
“No idea how you’re going to get out of there, love,” comes
the matronly voice from the comms centre, “But I’ll call you
back.” It’s about then that we decide to go cross-country.
There’s a sketchy route down the hill to the highway – Subaru
Forester GT clearance being a minimum for this manoeuvre –
and we’re mightily relieved.
Kate Reed Recreational Reserve on Launceston’s edge
is a network of singletrack so dense it’s like one of those
intensely tangled knots you get in a headphone cable. You
follow one thread, and just about everywhere you look,
there’s another one branching off. Fortunately it’s right
between two main roads, so you can’t get too lost. Bear in
mind though that there’s no water or facilities of any kind, so
bring what you need along.
It’s generally winding singletrack, with the odd overgrown
access trail running though it all. It’s all evolving and adhoc. We ride the occasional well-worn-in berm, and spot
a big tabletop or two in a well-groomed set of jumps, and
loop around through chainsawed logs, along a couple of
boardwalks, and into clouds of butterflies. Ah, Tasmania.

drOpping Ben lOMOnd
Looking down Tasmania’s second-highest mountain, Ben
Lomond, from the top, it’s hard to believe that the compress
of intestinal firetrail switchbacks called ‘Jacob’s Ladder’
is actually real. With soaring dolorite cliffs behind, and an
endless view down the mountain in front, it’s got to be
one of Australia’s most stunning firetrail descents. This is
problematic if you can’t peel your eyes from the spectacle –
it’s very fast, and in places sheer-sided and slippery.
The best way to do Ben Lomond (the bottom is about 45
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minutes from Launceston) is with a local, and Ian Ferrier of
guiding crew Mountain Bike Tasmania runs the best ride.
Tailoring the outing to the skill of the group, he can either
keep you on the open firetrails, or divert onto near-virgin
stretches of steep loamy singletrack and rocky, rutted 4WD
trails, as he did with me and Dave, along with guides John
Braid and Ben and James McArthur.
After stepping down the ladder, it’s around 7km of fast,
loose, firetrail, followed by a mixture of singletrack and
neglected access road. Deep ruts and bigish rocks make
their presence felt, to me anyhow – before I know it, I’ve
planted my face in the dirt, and gingerly rolled onto my
back in time to watch an elephantine mosquito drink from
my leg and my deflating rear tyre blow bubbles through the
remnants of the last creek crossing. Ergh.
About 15 minutes later, after a rocky descent, the new
tube flatted, and by tube number three, the whole group got
involved in the pumping. It so happens you need higher than
normal pressures in Tassie. Shortly after, with John riding near
me, he noticed that the rear tyre was flat again. The moral of
the story, apart from running higher pressures it seems, is to
run good tubes. It seems my spares were a bit past it.
The next section was a two-part harmony of grippy, worn
in cross country racetrack and roughly cut hillside trails,
where the steepness of the terrain meant plenty of offcamber riding. They’ll be properly ready in a year or so, once
some weather and tyres have bedded everything down. The
final stretch cut through thigh-high-grass, skirting farmland,
and involved jumping a few fences – Ian’s got all the private
property issues sorted for his groups.
All told, it’s around 26km from the top of Ben Lomond
back to the road, and depending on rider ability, it could take
anywhere from one and a half to two and a half hours.
After washing the trail out of my elbow and off my face
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01. The lower slopes of Ben
Lomond - a spectacular 26km loop
from the top of the second tallest
peak in Tassie.
02. Get ready for high speed
switchbacks! Jacob’s Ladder.
03. There’s plenty of riding around
gorgeous Launceston.
04. Suffering in the heat of the
Blue Dragon.

02.
back in a bathroom in town, it was time to drive an hour and
a half to the Weldborough Hotel, our next digs, the country
pub that proudly hangs on its wall the Irish Dog Carrier. It
was the eve of the Blue Dragon Challenge.

Slain By the Blue dragOn
The Irish Dog carrier is an all-iron contraption, comprising a
banded metal muzzle welded to a long, U-shaped bracket,
with a long, thick hand-operated, drill-bit facing inward at the
other end. At the top is a handy carry handle. At this point it’s
pertinent to note that, just as an Irish Dog Carrier shouldn’t
really be used to carry a dog (it’s more useful for barbecuing
them), a singlespeed hardtail is not suited to actually riding
Tasmanian trails. Unfortunately my riding mate, Dave, missed
the memo and had turned up to Tassie on a one-geared
wonderbike. The riding was enough work on my happily
geared, four-inch duallie but Dave has already been riding his
tricked out Ibis Tranny in hilly-as-hell Tasmania for two days,
and the heaviest two are yet to come. As Dave was about to
find out, all the coloured drivetrain spacers, carbon bits and
titanium bobs in the universe aren’t going to help when you’re
climbing a total of 1250m in 52km with 33:17 gearing.
The first stage of the Blue Dragon Challenge (Derby to

Derby loop) was an inferno, by Tassie standards. In low-to-mid
30s, on almost totally exposed trails, with that much climbing,
it was seriously tough going. For the 282 riders (all riding in
pairs, male, female and mixed) who competed (100 up from
last year), it was brilliantly rewarding too – after the first 17km
of the course, all uphill, we found ourselves on the roof of
it all. The bright gravel firetrail edged by tall purple trigger
flowers in fields of shrubbery, all backgrounded by the blue
sky and fringed by mountains. The view alone made the climb
worthwhile, and the descent sweetened the deal. One rather
hairy section saw a drop in altitude of about 150 metres over
what was only a couple of hundred metres of course (many of
us were reduced to walking). The rest alternately rocked and
flowed over rough, rutted trails and smooth gravel turns, linking
with dark, loamy forest trails, and then an awesome singletrack
drop down through the rainforest, to the excellently stocked
feed station – I rapidly ingested two handfuls of Jelly Beans,
a banana, a heap of watermelon, a litre of water, and two of
Dave’s highly caffeinated energy gels.
This all kept me upright until the 10km-to-go-point at which
deliriously dry (despite having drunk five litres), I had an
intense craving for fish and chips. And the thought of possibly
eating them, along with some serious encouragement from
Dave kept me going. As it happens, he says pushed me as
soon as he knew that if I fell over and died beside the side of
the road it was only a 20-minute sprint for him to tell someone
to come out and get me. Charming.
I managed not to flat the entire course, but Ian of Mountain
Bike Tasmania had warned, in light of my deflation issues out
at Ben Lomond, that we’d see frustrated riders at the bottom
of every rocky descent dealing with rapidly deflating wheels –
sure enough, we kept leapfrogging an otherwise speedy team
who had six or seven flats over the course of day one of the
race and elite rider Niki Fisher blew her tyre, only 10km from

retire:
Arthouse Hostel – Backpackers
with a difference, this brightly
outfitted, upbeat accommodation
is reasonably priced and bikerfriendly, with a plenty of overnight
parking and a gear shed out
the back – 20 Lindsay Street,
Launceston; (03) 6333 0222;
www.arthousehostel.com.au
Weldborough Hotel – The way
country digs should be; warmly
hosted by a wonderful young
couple, Marty and Sue, you’ll
never be more than a few steps
from the bar (Bulmer’s and Boag’s
on tap), and some truly excellent
brownies. Counter meals are great
too. Plenty of camping out the
back; recovery drinks for sale;
riders are super welcome and
there are even packed lunches
available – 12 Main Road,
Weldborough; (03) 6354 2223;
www.weldborough.com.au
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Attachment B: National Articles Promoting MTB and Cycling in the North Continued...

Feature: Nationals, Wildside, Mayhem on the Mount, Blue Dragon, Squamish, Kona 24

01. The Irish Dog Carrier. Promise us
you’ll never use it to carry your dog.
02. National Champ, Rowena Fry;
stalwart of the Tassie scene and race
organiser.
03. Getting wild at the Kate Reed
Reserve.
04. Nothing better than pairs racing;
suffer and celebrate with a buddy.

reFuel:
Burger Got Soul – perhaps the
funkiest burger joint in the country,
with oodles of meaty and vege
options, and particularly delicious,
fat chips – 243 Charles Street,
Launceston; (03) 6334 5204
Fresh – by far the coolest eatery
in Launceston, this vegetarian
café does brilliant breakfast and
lovely lunch, as well as Friday
night dinner – 178 Charles Street,
Launceston; (03) 6331 4299

repair:
Sprung – downhillers and
boutique bikers best stop in to chat
with Rob Potter at this tucked-away
treasure trove for the low-down on
the best kit available – 6 Powells
Arcade, 125 St John Street,
Launceston; 0407 324 566;
www.sprungmtb.com.au
Rapid Cycling – Blue Dragon
organiser Ben Mather’s latest
venture is set to become a central
aspect of the Launceston mountain
biking lifestyle, and was set to
open just after our visit in January
– Cornwall Square Transit Centre,
12-16 St Johns Street, Launceston;
(03) 6331 1311

02..

03.

04.

the finish. Her teammate, James Williamson, sprinted to the
end of the course, picked up a wheel, and sprinted back to
meet her 2km from the line, just as she reached the asphalt.
Mechanical failures were not uncommon, as were physical
meltdowns. One rider broke his derailleur, and had his
teammate tow him in on the last few kilometres with two
tubes rigged between seatpost and handlebar, while the St
Johns Ambulance picked another up after losing his lunch
due to exhaustion.
The 48km second stage on day two (Weldborough to
Weldborough loop) was even more demanding, despite
the much cooler, overcast conditions, proving to be a
highly technical mountain bikers’ course, sorting the roadie
wannabes from the dirt-loving fat-tyre riders.
This was best evidenced at the first feed station, at 13km,
which closely resembled a warzone. The shell-shocked
walking wounded; bloodied knees and shins. Wide eyes.
Bulging veins. The en masse aftermath of communal
adrenalin dump. All those who made it were audibly in awe of
their own ability to make it through the ride. Some bananas
were being eaten very, very slowly.
Trails were closely grown with ferns and criss-crossed with
slick roots, forming tricky obstacles on corners with limited
visibility. Throw in some fist to toaster-sized rocks and random,
loose patches of sand, and you had a minefield or a theme
park, depending on how your day panned out. Most lead
riders, with the exception of maybe the top five, would have
been riding in granny for much of the climbing. And had it
rained. Because of the extreme level of difficulty, a number of
teams chose to take a 20km shortcut from the second feed
station. Despite the potential for carnage, the worst injury
of the day (and the event) was an agonisingly dislocated
collarbone, by a rider more upset by the fact that he’d lose
out on participating in the upcoming Wildside, than by the
structural damage to his body.
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After 100km of riding, it was a pair of local riding rockstars,
John Darcey and Nic Morgan, in the ‘Young Guns’ division,
who were the fastest men of the event, in a blistering time of
5:16:05 (2:32:06, day one; 2:43:59, day two), appropriately
receiving pimpin’ gold Adidas sunnies for their efforts. The
fastest ladies were Su Sprott and Mel Weber, in the ‘MidLifers Female’ division, in a time of 7:24:07 (3:27:44, day one;
3:56:23, day two); while the speediest mixed team was Jody
Bush and Ben Osborne, in the ‘Young Guns Mixed’ division’,
in a time of 6:42:48 (3:14:27 day one; 3:28:21, day two). Full
results and event info available at www.wildwheelpromotions.
com.au
Ultimately the second year of the Blue Dragon Challenge,
was a hearty showcase of the best riding in the northeast
of Taswegia, over and across the spectacular Blue Tier.
But it was preaching to the converted – the overwhelming
majority of pedallers were local, with only ten interstaters in
attendance. But the secret’s now out, and word of the Blue
Dragon has hit the mainland. If you’re keen to take on the
Dragon, just make sure you sharpen your lance - she’s not
an easy beast to slay!
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• Likely to own more than one bike
valued at over $1000
• Have a tertiary level of education
and mid to high incomes
• Travel with own bikes

• Well educated and mid to high incomes
(e.g. higher than $50 K)

• Mountain bike regularly
(e.g. once a week - 2-3 times per week)

• Likely to own more than one bike and travel
with own bike

• May stay in the state to sight see, visit
friends and relatives and take part in
another activity post competition

• May be converted to participate
in a supported mountain bike tour
program (e.g. pre-arranged
accommodation, with bike specific
facilities and gear transport)

• Frequently ride trails rated ‘difficult’
or ‘advanced’

• Interstate competitors attracted to
Tasmania for high profile or
exceptional events only
(due to cost and time constraints)

• Willing to pay for quality experience

• Small overall proportion of
the market

• Mainly intrastate and
interstate market

Primary or secondary

Secondary

Independent adventure seeker

• Small proportion of the market

• Includes families

• Have chosen to holiday in
Tasmania for other reasons
(e.g. other nature-based
• Will hire a bike and
• Attracted to high profile
activities or visiting friends or
other gear
events (e.g. national or state
relatives)
level competition)
• Likely to be interested
• May include the touring market
in half to full day tour,
• Family and friends will
(camper vans)
or mountain biking as
support recreational
part of a broader tour
competitors
• May have own bike, or may
program
hire a bike
• Other activities and
• Will likely spend the rest
attractions may also be a
• Require easy access to trail
of their tour sight seeing
motivator for attending event
information (e.g. internet or
(e.g. activities for children)
map/brochure), and more
• May include families
likely to visit Visitor Information
• May MTB/cycle
Centre
recreationally
• More likely to ride easy or
• Often seeking quality
moderate trails (e.g. higher
accommodation and dining
amount of ‘double track’ - fire
• Often stay on after the event
trail, dirt road)
has finished to sight see, visit
• May be converted to
friends and relatives or take
participate in a guided MTB
part in other activities
day trip

• May have some MTB
experience

Primary or secondary

Guided adventure seeker Event spectators

Likely proportion • Likely to be the main MTB segment for Tasmania • Significant market segment, but likely Small proportion of the
of the market
limited by distance and travel cost from market.
interstate/international origins

• May convert to supported tour programs

• May compete in events

• Willing to pay for a quality experiences

• rely on web-based information, or word of mouth

• Require good quality base facilities
(e.g. trail signage, maps and trail notes, access
to bike shops, accommodation and dining)

• Seeking non-crowded, natural destinations
and exploring new areas is important

• Frequently ride trails rated ‘difficult’ or
‘advanced’ in the ‘all mountain’ category

• Seek adventure, skill and physical challenge
and motivated by amount of singletrack

• Generally have high fitness and technical ability

• Primarily male, aged 30-49 yrs

• Primarily male, aged 20–40 yrs

General
characteristics

Primary

Primary

MTB as trip
motivator

Event mountain biker

Independent mountain biker
(destination mountain biker)

MTB
sub-markets

Table C1: A summary of identified mountain bike market segments for Tasmania (adapted from the Mountain Bike Tourism Market Profile for Tasmania)
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Attachment E: Northern Infrastructure Development Proposals
Blue Tier, Derby, Weldborough
The Northern Tasmanian Regional Recreation Trails Strategy identified 10 long distance multi-use trails
designed for walking, hiking, cycling (including mountain biking) and horse riding including the proposed ‘Blue
Tier’ and ‘North East Highlands’ trails. While this report recognised the potential of the area it wasn’t until 20072008 until any significant track work occurred in the area when Forestry Tasmania undertook some track work
and installed signage on the Blue Tier Descent and Wellington Creek track and other walking tracks around
the Blue Tier Forest Reserve.
1

With the track upgrades more local riders travelled to the area to explore the trails, in particular the Blue Tier
Descent (from Poimena to Weldborough) which slowly developed a reputation as a ‘must do’ ride. However,
it wasn’t until the first Blue Dragon Challenge was held in the area in January 2009 that the area was
really put on the map among the broader Tasmanian MTB community. This event continues to grow in
popularity with participant numbers increasing from 180 in the first year to 368 last year. Entries will be
capped at 400 this year.
The potential of the area was recognised in the Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan where the Derby / Weldborough
area was recommended as a proposed MTB Adventure Centre and the Blue Tier (including the Blue Tier
Descent Track) was identified as a Leading Iconic Wild Ride (‘World-class trail experiences located in the wild
landscapes of Tasmania’); one of three areas in Tasmania. The area is consistently identified by stakeholders
and riders, as the most iconic location in the North with the greatest appeal for visitors with spectacular
scenery, landscapes and terrain for riding. The cultural heritage of the area, and potential to link with the Trail
of the Tin Dragon (focused on the tin mining history of the area), adds another dimension to the riding
experiences available in the area. The legacy of this mining activity and logging activity in the area is an
extensive network of trails, many undiscovered by the majority of riders. Uncovering many of these overgrown
trails and linking them with purpose built singletrack could see 3-4 days of iconic and scenic riding developed
in a short period of time. Clearly the area holds lots of potential to be developed as a MTB hub or Adventure
Centre with riders basing themselves at Derby or Weldborough for a number of days.
The following quotes from the Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan rider survey provide an indication of the
development potential of the Blue Tier:
The Blue Tier is a unique and wonderful area for MTB and could be a major draw
card to MTB tourism in Tasmania.
Promote the area more, there are a lot of trails in the area in addition to the descent
track that could be further developed for mountain bikers.
More Signage and information for riders of trail locations, as there are heaps of
existing trails that are not shown on maps.
The Blue Tier Descent requires an additional return loop/second descent, some reroutes, improved creek
crossings and additional singletrack to enhance the experience. Similarly additional sections of purpose built
singletrack around Derby would make the area more attractive for visitors. Forestry Tasmania is currently
working to sign and link existing loops used in the Blue Dragon Challenge to allow independent riders to
explore the area outside the event. Additional workshops in the area to assist businesses to become mountain
bike friendly would improve the experience for visitors and encourage the development of the area as a true
MTB adventure centre.
	Inspiring Place (2004) Northern Tasmania Regional Recreation Trails Strategy, region north!, Launceston
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It should be noted that user conflict issues exist in the area and there is a history of trail bike and quad bike use
of the trails in the area. Much of the signage and works to upgraded existing tracks was damaged by RV users.
Any development of the Blue Tier must closely consider the management of motorised vehicles.

Hollybank and Mt Arthur
In 2004 Sport and Recreation Tasmania and Forestry Tasmania (FT) produced a report that first considered the
potential to develop a mountain bike park at Hollybank Forest Reserve near Launceston . As well as providing
a map of the proposed trail network and skill development areas, it also provided estimated costs for
infrastructure developments. It estimated that the cost of developing approximately 20km of trails and 4 skill
areas would be between $340,000 and $580,000.
2

In 2007 Forestry Tasmania further developed the proposal for a mountain bike trail system at Hollybank .
Joey Klein, a trail specialist from the International Mountain Bicycle Association (IMBA) returned in 2006
to mark out, GPS and map proposed routes on the ground (with the support of local trail builder Rob Potter)
and provide cost estimates for the complete trail network. Approximately 27km of trails were mapped with an
estimated cost for development of $1,009,900.
3

While the focus of existing plans are the development of a network of trails within the Forest Reserve, the
potential to make this an iconic location to attract visitors would be through the extension of the trail network to
include track to the summit of Mt Arthur. The Forestry Tasmania report identified Joey Klein’s assessment of the
potential of the site:

For Joey the strong standout value for Hollybank is that there is an excellent base to
work with and there are few places in the world where there is an opportunity to combine
walking and bike trails through a forest landscape to a top of mountain experience.
Page 1.

The following quote from the mountain bike rider survey as part of the Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan echoes
the sentiment of the FT report.

The area lends itself to a real network of beginner, intermediate and advanced
all mountain riding. Significant investment should be placed here in a community project
between MTB clubs, FT, Parks, etc. Tremendous scope here.
The level of planning undertaken and the time and money already invested in this area make it an obvious
choice for future development. The project is ‘shovel ready’ waiting for funding. It will benefit both visitor and
local markets and may help draw people into the north east for longer stays if other riding areas are developed
further out. Given the proximity to Launceston, the location on the North East touring route and the existence of
other attractions and facilities on site (e.g. Hollybank Treetops Adventure, toilets, parking, barbeques) it is likely
to appeal to a broad market. The existing infrastructure would also make this area an ideal event base.
A network of trails already exists on the site which would cater for the beginner or novice cross country rider.
The Launceston Mountain Bike Club (LMBC) has coordinated the development of a small section of singletrack
as part of the FT plans. Using club volunteer labour is likely to see the slow development of trails and limited
appeal for visitors for a number of years. Injecting capital to engage professional trail builders to build machine
built trail with volunteer support would accelerate development and could provide an attractive facility for
visitors within 1-2 years. The initial focus should be on the implementation of the existing plans, with preliminary
planning to identify a route to the summit of Mt Arthur.
2

Ryan, K and Field, J (2004) Hollybank Mountain Bike Park Concept Plan, Forestry Tasmania, Scottsdale.

3

Forestry Tasmania (2007) Draft Proposal for the Hollybank Forest Reserve Mountain Bicycle Trail System, Forestry Tasmania, Scottsdale.
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The existing plans have identified the points to exit/enter the reserve for a longer route to the summit of
Mt Arthur. Two short downhill tracks have been developed in the State Forest outside Hollybank Forest Reserve,
with the initial development occurring as part of an IMBA trail building workshop held in 2007 with the
support of Forestry Tasmania and Sport and Recreation Tasmania. As visitor numbers grow the chances of
securing funding for the extended trail to Mt Arthur would increase significantly. The concept of a ‘3 Peaks
Track’ that links the summits of Mt Arthur, Mt Barrow and Ben Lomond could be long term iconic ride
for the region. Completing a trail from Hollybank to Mt Arthur could provide the first stage of an ambitious but
highly marketable project.

Trevallyn Nature Recreation Area
The Trevallyn Nature Recreation Area (NRA) and Kate Reed NRA Track Strategies provided detailed
recommendations for the development of the two most popular track networks for local mountain bike riders in
Launceston. The Implementation Plan identified a range of works to be undertaken from new tracks to track
reroutes, upgrades, track closures, signage and monitoring with associated cost estimates. In the case of
Trevallyn NRA the costs of implementation were estimated between $290,000 and $365,000. On the back
of this work the Launceston Mountain Bike Club (LMBC) was successful in obtaining a grant through Sport and
Recreation Tasmania’s (SRT) Trails and Bikeways Grant Program to carry out the works proposed. Signage and
track work is now underway, with the total project budget over $600,000 after the contribution from SRT,
LMBC volunteers and Parks and Wildlife are combined.
4

5

The Implementation Plan proposed the adoption of the IMBA classification of mountain bike trails, which had
recently been modified to suit the Australia context. It noted that due to the visits by IMBA to Australia had seen
the IMBA classification system become by default national standard. In terms of mountain bike tourism, adopting
the IMBA system has the benefit of being an easily recognisable and familiar system for visitors to use.
The quote below from the rider survey as part of the Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan shows that some people
believe Trevallyn could be an attraction for visiting mountain bikers.
With a bit of a proper trail maintenance and signage Trevallyn could be a fantastic
tourist attraction for mountain bikers.

While the setting might not have the iconic appeal of other locations, the proximity to Launceston and ability
to ride from accommodation provides an attraction in itself to visitors. Tour operators identified that Trevallyn
would inevitably form part of any tour itinerary, either at the start or end of a longer multi-day tour or as a day
trip in itself. The location of Trevallyn next to Gorge (the key tourist attraction for the North) provides potential
marketing/packaging opportunities.
Given a track strategy has been developed and trail development is underway it is a logical step to include
Trevallyn in any future information or marketing material promoting riding areas in the Northern region.
Identifying a safe access route to ride from the city to the reserve is a key issue in opening up the area to
visitors. Developing regionally consistent signage, maps and information could help promote this accessible
riding area to visitors.

	Parks and Wildlife Service (2009) Trevallyn Nature Recreation Area and Kate Reed Nature Recreation Area Draft Track Strategy Main Report,
Department of Environment, Parks, Heritage and the Arts, Hobart

4

	Parks and Wildlife Service (2009) Trevallyn Nature Recreation Area and Kate Reed Nature Recreation Area Draft Track Strategy Implementation Plan,
Department of Environment, Parks, Heritage and the Arts, Hobart
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Kate Reed
As indicated previously, the Launceston Mountain Bike Club (LMBC) was successful in obtaining a grant through
Sport and Recreation Tasmania’s (SRT) Trails and Bikeways Grant Program to carry out the works proposed in
the Trevallyn Nature Recreation Area (NRA) and Kate Reed NRA Track Strategies Implementation Plan .
The costs of implementation of the track strategy at Kate Reed NRA were estimated between $200,000 and
$245,000. Some trailhead signage has been installed and track work is now underway.
6

The following quotes from the rider survey as part of the Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan provide a snapshot of
some of the common themes for the development and promotion of mountain biking at Kate Reed:
I believe that Kate Reed is a very underrated mountain bike riding location that
could benefit from being better promoted.
I see potential for this site to be a good location for a Mountain Bike Park if developed
in a sustainable way, and if you can keep the motor bikes out! It is a little on the small size,
but apart from Trevallyn, it is the only area in Launceston that has potential. The only other
site would be Hollybank, but without transport, there are major issues for people.

Most stakeholders noted that the setting at Kate Reed was not likely to be particularly appealing to visitors.
However, given development is underway and considering the proximity of the site to the city this area may
hold some attraction as part of a suite of rides across the region. The terrain and trail surfaces tend to suit
less experienced or less fit riders than Trevallyn, so the area might attract the softer end of the market looking
for an introductory MTB experience. Like Trevallyn, the potential attraction of Kate Reed is as an add-on day
ride at the start or end of a longer trip exploring riding areas in more remote locations. Any attempt to
promote the area should be relatively low key (only part of more general promotion of riding areas across
the region) and focus on the accessibility of the area and provide an accurate description of the difficulty
and suitability of trails for different markets. The trails within Kate Reed pass through significant sections of
Gorse and other environmental weeds. Any promotion of the area along with other rides in the region must
contain information on bike washing and minimal impact/leave no trace principles to minimise the spread of
weeds and soil pathogens.

The Flinders Experience
Flinders Island identified was identified as a potential Iconic Wild Ride location in the Tasmanian Mountain
Biking Plan recognising the wild, rugged and natural advantages of the island destination. Similarly the
Northern Regional Recreation Trails Strategy identified a conceptual regional trail for Flinders Island. The
Flinders Experience is a recent proposal for a multi-day mountain bike touring trail identified as a high priority
in Flinders Island Nature Based Tourism Market Feasibility Study . The proposal is for a multi-day mountain bike
trail running the length of Flinders Island based around existing 4wd tracks and walking trails linking campgrounds
or standing camps. The route is based around the existing ‘Flinders Trail’ which represents a North to South
route on the island. However, the feasibility study identified the potential of developing the route for mountain
biking, recognising the competition amongst other higher profile multi-day bushwalks on mainland Tasmania.
The report recommends more detailed route planning, costings and product investigation as part of a broader
trail strategy for the island, however it is a high priority for both the Flinders Council and Flinders Island Tourism
Association. Given the proximity by plane to Melbourne, but real sense of ‘getting away from it all’, an island
experience with virtually no traffic on any roads - a multi-day tour on the island could provide a unique
experience and point of difference from anything on mainland Tasmania or Australia.
7

8

	Parks and Wildlife Service (2009) Trevallyn Nature Recreation Area and Kate Reed Nature Recreation Area Draft Track Strategy Implementation Plan,
Department of Environment, Parks, Heritage and the Arts, Hobart

6

	Inspiring Place (2004) Northern Tasmania Regional Recreation Trails Strategy, region north!, Launceston.

7

	Planning for People (2010) Flinders Island Nature Based Tourism Market Feasibility Study.

8
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Western Tiers / Tasmanian Trail
The Tasmanian Trail was one of the first authorised mountain bike trails in the state and has a national profile
through the links to the National Bicentennial Trail. The Meander Valley Council commissioned a report in
2005 to describe the bicycle tourism market for the area and develop an approach to cycle tourism based
on the following 4 broad strategies.The fourth strategy essentially relates to identifying and developing areas
for mountain biking across the region, with a particular emphasis on the Tasmanian Trail. The third strategy
identified the potential for a 100km point to point mountain biking race utilising the Tasmanian Trail.
9

The Trails Tasmania Strategy identified issues with the signage and the currency of maps and guidebooks for
the Tasmanian Trail. The same review recommended rerouting and promoting the trail as a mountain bike
touring route, as mountain bike riders were the dominant users and the trail in its existing form was not
particularly suitable or desirable for walkers or horse riders. This recommendation was picked up in the
Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan which suggested repositioning the Tasmanian Trail to focus more on mountain
bike touring with re-routes to link the trail better to small towns to improve the economic benefits to the
communities it passes through. The focus on mountain bike tourers was identified in the quote below from the
Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan rider survey, referring to the most recognised mountain bike touring trail in
Australia:
10

This could be developed and promoted much like the mundabiddi trail in WA.

The trail offers some attraction to MTB tourers particularly the notion of a North to South journey and rerouting
and focusing on mountain biking would make it a more attractive experience. Currently signage is poor, maps
and information are unreliable and campsite facilities are basic and in remote locations. In the North, small
sections could be developed and promoted as discrete day rides rather than focusing on the complete trail /
journey. Identifying potential day trips on the trail or loops of the trail in the area around the Western Tiers and
Gog Range present some of the best opportunities. A gravity based or all mountain trail for more experienced
riders descending off the Central Plateau would present a unique and exciting riding opportunity and requires
further investigation.
The Tasmanian Trail Association is currently looking at reroutes and campsite rationalisation with a focus on
MTB (as the dominant users) and will launch an updated website soon. Certainly redirecting the trail through
townships could open up opportunities for accommodation providers and transport companies to carry gear
from one town to the next to minimise the gear riders have to carry and maximise the distances travelled in one
day. Trails in this area would also help spread riders around the region.
The Western Tiers area provides spectacular scenery and an existing tourism profile. Combined with the efforts
of the Meander Valley Council to promote the area as a cycling destination, it is possible that the real
opportunities in the area lie beyond the Tasmanian Trail. The potential attraction of the area to riders is great,
however more route investigation and planning is required.

	Group Work (2005) Cycling Tourism in Meander Valley and the Great Western Tiers, A report into the potential of developing cycling products for the
Great Western Tiers tourism area.

9

	Inspiring Place (2007) Trails Tasmania Strategy, Tasmanian Government, Hobart, Attachment 7: Review of the Tasmanian Trail.
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North East Rail Trail
While this trail would definitely be at the softer end of the mountain bike market it could be considered a
beginner/novice cross country trail or mountain bike touring route. Originally identified as one of 10 regional
trails in the Northern Tasmanian Regional Recreation Trails Strategy , the project has gradually gained
momentum and community support. With the growth of the ‘railtrails’ movement on the mainland (Victoria in
particular) and overseas the economic benefits of these long distance touring routes has been established .
This potential economic benefit of the trail has captured the imagination of the North East community which is
under considerable economic pressure with changes in industry and employment. This increases the political
attractiveness of this project.
11

12

The North East Rail Trail has strong community support with the Scottsdale Rotary Club driving the development
with Forestry Tasmania (FT) agreed in principle to take over the management of the trail (beyond Tonganah)
given it largely passes through State Forest managed by FT on both sides of the trail.
Sport and Recreation Tasmania recently funded a feasibility study to investigate the specific route details and
costs of the project which would be broken into three discrete stages. The outcomes of this report are expected
in July. The first two sections proposed (from Tonganah to Ledgerwood and then Ledgerwood to Herrick)
present the most attractive options because the rail line has already been removed. The Launceston to Tonganah
section realistically is a long term option with the rail line still in place, but currently not being used.
This trail will open up the North East to cycling generally and provide a useful off road connection between
existing and proposed MTB riding areas. It would appeal to a broad spectrum of the cycling tourism market
from cycle and MTB tourers travelling through the region on bikes, to independent adventure seekers looking
for day trips from the accommodation base in the North East. If Derby/Weldborough is developed as MTB
adventure centre, then attempts should be made to link to the end point of the rail trail at Herrick. Similarly any
other proposed developments in relatively close proximity throughout the North East should look at the possibility
of linking to this trail as a central corridor to link different riding areas and experiences.
The following quote from the rider survey describes a range of possibilities for the North East.		

The north east of tasmania is doing it tough and it has some of the best potential
to become a mountain bike mecca. Local historians need to be used to help map
out existing water races that often traverse many kms of bush; relics from the mining
days. These are all on the flat virtually and could be used to open up amazing
trails. FT needs to set aside state forest for strategic linking passages of bush where
mountain bike tracks can be built ensuring a continuous, natural, experience. Camping
areas, toilets and signage needs to be developed to encourage multi-day rides.
Farm tourism is also an option where tracks and trails follow back rods that pass by
homesteads. Areas such as Ringarooma and Pyengana could benefit hugely from trails
being developed between Mt Victoria and the Blue Tier and beyond to the bay of Fires; Mt
William Nat Park and Mt Cameron Reserve.

	Inspiring Place (2004) Northern Tasmania Regional Recreation Trails Strategy, region north!, Launceston.

11

12

	Users of the Otago Railtrail in NZ spent $4.7 million per year in the region, contributing $2.3 million to GDP and creating 60 full time equivalent
positions. Users of the Murray to Mountains Rail Trail in Victoria spent at total of $2.1 million during Easter 2006 – source: Tourism Resource
Consultants (2009) The New Zealand Cycleway Market Research, prepared for the Ministry of Tourism.
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Mt Helen – Mt Scott – Cuckoo Falls
This is another conceptual trail route identified by Vertigo MTB to link existing Forest Reserves surrounding
Scottsdale. Of the various singletrack developments proposed by Vertigo MTB this was identified as the route
with the greatest potential to be an iconic ride linking the most scenic, wild and rugged locations in the area.
This trail would provide a connection to proposed North East Rail Trail with both developments providing
synergies as potential side trips on a longer tour or journey through the region. Tourism Tasmania has requested
additional detail around route identification and estimated construction costs on this trail given the potential for
this route to attract MTB visitors to the area. The current plan developed by Vertigo MTB suggests that machine
built trail can be built at a rate of $30 a metre, based on selecting the most sustainable and efficient route for
construction purposes. A local trail builder (Rob Potter – Trail Resource Solutions) is undertaking the route
investigation work. This proposal represents a long term proposition with more detailed work required to
identify the route and cost of construction.

Craggy Peaks
With support of Forestry Tasmania, the former owners of the Craggy Peaks resort secured a Federal Tourism
grant to develop 50km of single track trails in the State Forest surrounding the resort. In the initial stages
of trail construction the trail developer, Ben Mather (who now runs the Blue Dragon Challenge), ran a
70km endurance mountain bike event the ‘Craggy Peaks Marathon’ in December 2007. The event was
largely held on old coach roads, fire trails and forestry tracks and a small section of purpose built singletrack
in the area. Unfortunately the trail development stalled when developers sold the resort. At that point 5km
of machine built single track completed, and a further 20km of single track had been marked out and
initial corridor clearing commenced.
The trails in the area were largely on State Forest and with funding could be reinstated as a major trail
development project for the region. The setting offers dramatic views of the southern slopes of Ben Lomond but
the aspect means the trails would need to be built to a high standard to ensure it is rideable year round.
The resort was recently purchased by successful businesswoman and philanthropist Jan Cameron. Current plans
for the area are unclear, but if trail development was reinvigorated the appeal of the area for mountain bike
riders could be significant and could be a MTB hub or adventure centre itself. If accommodation and golf
course developments also resumed the attraction of the area becomes even greater, particularly at the higher
income end of the market willing to pay for premium product. The other advantage of trail development in this
area is that it would help spread riders through a different part of the Northern region and potentially provide
an option for a loop throughout the North East, down the East Coast and back through the Fingal Valley.

Mt Victoria - Derby
This proposal is a conceptual trail route presented in proposed development plan prepared by Vertigo MTB
based on linking existing reserves and walking trails in this scenic area. It presents some long term potential to
provide an iconic trail that links destinations with an established tourism profile (Mt Victoria, Russel Falls and St
Columba Falls). The Northern Regional Recreational Trail Strategy identified a Northeast Highland Trail
connecting Mt Victoria with the Blue Tier as a route for a proposed regional trail suitable for mountain biking.
A long distance walking track has also been proposed from Mt Victoria to Bay of Fires for some time, but an
assessment of the viability of the track by Forestry Tasmania (FT) saw the proposal dismissed as a viable
development option after a cost benefit analysis of the market appeal compared with the cost of construction
and ongoing maintenance. If these areas and attractions could be linked to a MTB adventure centre based
around Derby and Weldborough then the attraction of this ride would be significant. If a loop could be made
connecting to the proposed North East Rail Trail from Ledgerwood to Ralph’s Falls the potential appeal of the
ride would also increase dramatically. More planning work is required to identify a possible route, establish
construction costs and viability of the proposal.
13

	Inspiring Place (2004) Northern Tasmania Regional Recreation Trails Strategy, region north!, Launceston.
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Ben Lomond
The foothills surrounding Ben Lomond National Park provide untapped potential. The area has spectacular
views, is located in close proximity to Launceston, and has the necessary rock and side slope to enable
sustainable trail construction. Much of the existing used in the Ben Lomond Descent is on roads and fire trails,
with a section of single track developed on Gunns land from the State Forest boundary to the Blessington Hall.
If this was extended to the National Park boundary the riding experience would improve considerably.
Given the success of lift access mountain bike destinations in Australian and International ski fields it is an
obvious conclusion to consider the potential of Ben Lomond as a MTB destination in the same mould.
Unfortunately, the current lifts in place on the mountain are not suitable to carry bikes in the way larger, more
established resorts are able to cater for mountain bikes. Also the current National Park Management Plan does
not allow riding off road within the National Park. However, if a policy occurred when the Management Plan
was reviewed the Ben Lomond Plateau could provide some exciting opportunities to develop an epic ride
across the mountain. The existing infrastructure and accommodation on the mountain would also present unique
opportunities not available in other parts of the state, and make the mountain a year round destination.
The following quotes from the rider survey of the Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan provide an insight into the
views of riders about the opportunities for development and promotion of mountain biking at Ben Lomond:
Ben Lomond could be a fantastic location with opportunities for downhill runs and
excellent cross-country loops making the park an all year-round destination.
Ben Lomond should be developed as a major summer tourism attraction with
mountain biking at its heart. There needs to be a fresh approach to how state forest is seen
and FT should work closely with the Steering Committee to alter 3 year logging plans to
avoid clearfelling areas that could be preserved as linkages of native forest through which
trails could be built. A goal should be to be able to ride from Ben Lomond to Mt Barrow
to Mt Arthur in a continuous ride using trails and tracks.
Development of a mountain bike park, potentially set up as a national park catering
for bike riders.

Given the issues with access to the National Park, in the short to medium term the focus should be on
investigating the potential of the foothills surrounding the mountain either around Craggy Peaks / Storeys Creek
or around the Blessington area used for the current descent track. Investigating the options surrounding Ben
Lomond represents a discrete project in itself. In the longer term access to riding in the National Park could
provide unique opportunities and a potential point of difference for the region.

Mt Stronach
Mt Stronach sits within a Forestry Reserve on the outskirts of Scottsdale. A walking track already exists to the
summit providing sweeping views across the North East. The large granite outcrops present an attractive and
sustainable trail based. A proposal exists for a short loop or point to point return track to the summit as
described in the development plan prepared by Vertigo MTB. The intent is to develop a separate track in the
same general corridor as the walking track to minimise the environmental impact but avoid potential conflicts
with other users. Preliminary route identification and natural values survey work has been undertaken by Forestry
Tasmania. The track is likely to be relatively short but scenic trail. In isolation it offers limited potential to attract
visitors but if other developments in the North East proceed it would increase the appeal of the area by
providing another option amongst a suite of rides.
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Four Springs
The current mountain bike trails located at Four Springs are located on private land managed by Gunns Limited.
There is a public reserve in the area but this is used primarily to provide boat access to the man-made lake for
trout fishing. The trails on Gunns land were developed using volunteer labour from the Launceston Mountain
Bike Club to use as an event venue. Several endurance races have been held on the site. This area is
recognised as one of the more popular riding areas in the north with a large proportion of purpose built single
track, however Gunns will only allow use of the area for sanctioned events run by the club with appropriate
insurance cover. Also the trails sit within a working forest, and as has happened previously, may be subject to
damage or removal through forestry operations. As such the ability to develop and or promote the area to
visitors is limited unless there is a change in policy on access or a change in ownership.

Launceston Casino
The land located behind the Launceston casino has been proposed as an event venue for the Launceston
Mountain Bike Club (LMBC) who is sponsored by the Country Club Casino. The area is currently used by the
casino for horse trail rides, which represented a potential user conflict, particularly if public access was
allowed, but the club and casino were working through the issues. The project went cold with staff turnover at
the Casino and due to the LMBC focusing trail development efforts on Kate Reed. The Casino has indicated
they would be reluctant to duplicate facilities in close proximity but they are willing to consider the proposal in
the new financial year. The proposal has some potential given existing tourism product available and the ability
to package with accommodation and other activities. Any trails are likely to be cross country trails aimed at the
softer end of the market where MTB might be secondary activity.
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Other Proposed Developments
Table E1 provides a list of other development proposals discussed with stakeholders during the consultation
stage of the project. Some of these offer limited appeal to visitors and are primarily targeted at local riders.
Some are so small that in isolation they would offer limited benefit or impact on visitor numbers. Other
developments proposed have significant land tenure issues that would prevent any MTB trail development at
this point in time.
Table E1: Other development proposals considered during consultations
Proposed
Development

Assessment of Development Opportunity / Level of Planning

Mt Horror

Conceptual trail location in close proximity to Derby/Scottsdale with scenic qualities presented
in proposed development plan prepared by Vertigo MTB. The unique name presents a
potential marketing advantage if developed as a more extreme all mountain or freeride trail.
More work required to assess potential and if the proposed North East Rail trail is developed
or Derby is developed as a MTB adventure centre then Mt Horror becomes a complimentary
development. In isolation is presents limited potential given the size of the reserve and the
relative isolation from other riding areas.

Bay of Fires –
Mt Cameron –
Gladstone

Conceptual trail route identified based on scenic location and providing a coastal experience
building on establish reputation of the Bay of Fires. Bay of Fires is an iconic location and
Tasmanian experience that could be tapped into. Linking to the Blue Tier MTB adventure centre
would offer long term potential.

Beaconsfield /
Flowery Gully

Conceptual track from the Flowery Gully turn off to Beaconsfield. Some issues with private
land, mine shafts and existing use by motorbikes and horse riders. A lot more work required to
determine feasibility. Likely to be focused on local market, but location offers the potential to
package, market with other tourist attractions on the West Tamar and may appeal to day trip/
tour market.

Greens Beach
to Bakers Beach

Existing walking track recognised by many riders as offering the potential to be an attractive
coastal riding experience unique in Tasmania. Raised by several stakeholders as an ideal MTB
track. Current management plan does not allow MTB in the National Park. Would require
significant policy shift from PWS to allow MTB on a track developed and promoted as a
walking track. Long term potential only.

Hadspen

MVC are preparing a development plan for Hadspen which will see the area double in size.
Part of the proposal includes a 25 hectare bushland park with multi-use trails suitable for
novice/family riders.
Likely focus on local market primarily families and softer end of MTB spectrum.

Blumont

Proposed downhill track with shuttle access west of Scottsdale presented in proposed
development plan prepared by Vertigo MTB. Preliminary investigations have ruled this option
out due to access issues over private land

Lions Park DJ park

Dirt has been relocated to the site from Legana and Windsor Park but no development to date.
Trail builders have been approached but indications are that Council will build the DJ park
themselves. Local facility with limited potential to attract visitors beyond occasional intrastate use.

Lake Highway
to Liffey Falls

Conceptual proposal potentially limited by land tenure depending on the WHA boundary.
Offers stunning scenery and existing rough walking track could be upgraded to cater for
mountain bikes. Limited potential given land tenure issues.
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Attachment F: Indicative Construction Costs
Trail builders were asked to estimate average construction costs for mountain bike trails in order to use this to
calculate potential infrastructure development costs and priorities. Costs of construction are as varied as the
topography, vegetation, geology and soils that trails pass through. Despite this, most trail builders were able to
provide ‘typical’ per metre construction costs, or at least a range within which most trails construction costs will
fall, and these are outlined in the table below. Reports and feasibility studies that previously estimated costs
were also included in the table below.
Table F1: Indicative MTB Trail Construction Costs
Construction Method

Easy /
Typical
Conditions
($ per m)

Hard
Conditions
($ per m)

Source

Machine Built
Machine built trail
(hand finish)
Armouring / hardening
existing routes

30

Rob Potter/Vertigo MTB NE development plan (2011)

200

Rob Potter (armouring within existing unsustainable
trails is much more expensive than new trail
developments)

Machine built trail
(hand finish)

50

Ben Mather (referring to average costs with clear
understory at Craggy Peaks)

Machine Built Trail

11

22

IMBA (reported in Hollybank concept plan 2005)

Machine Built Trail

10

70

Hollybank costings 2006 (Joey Klein/ Jo Field –
average $40/m)

Professional Built Trail

25

100

Nick Bowman (IMBA) average would be $25-50
per metre, top end ($100 per metre) either hard
conditions or expect high quality finish.

Machine Built Trail

21

Average of £13.73 = $21 AUD per meter for
upgrades to 7 Stanes (46.4 km at total cost of
£637,000 – second stage review 2010)

Hand Built

100

Hand built trail

25

55

Trevallyn and Kate Reed Track Strategy (2009)

Hand built trail

22

42

IMBA (reported in Hollybank concept plan 2005)

Hand built trail

24

Trevallyn single track cost estimate 2003
(reported in Hollybank concept plan 2005)

Hand built single track

40

Blue Tier descent single track (Blue Tier track upgrade
costings Jo Field/Dick Dwyer)

Duckboard/timber tread

66
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Trevallyn and Kate Reed Track Strategy (2009)

Attachment G: Lessons Learned from Successful MTB Destinations
Table G1: IMBA Lessons Learned from Successful MTB Destinations
Theme

Lessons Learned

1. Build Great Trails

Forget about marketing: If you do not have a great product, you have nothing to sell. Recruit the
best trail experts available, invest adequate resources, provide a mix of experiences, and do not
be afraid to be different. Get your facility known for one specific thing—longest climbs, most
difficult trails, amazing views, or even the best kid zone—and it will create priceless publicity:
word of mouth. Don’t forget to tweak your trails to meet changing trends.

2. Provide Supporting
Facilities

Clean washrooms and high quality onsite facilities can make or break a ride. It sounds like a
no-brainer, but it’s surprising how many establishments forget this very important rule. Other
facility improvements can include picnic tables, garbage cans, map holders, and a guest book
to record all the great comments.

3. Install Effective
Signs

Roadside signs can be your most cost-effective form of advertising. Signs typically cost a fraction
of other forms of advertising per viewer; they build awareness 24/7; and they make it really
easy for people to find your trails. Do not be afraid to highlight suggested routes, or the
trailbuilder’s favourite feature or loop. In trail systems with frequent intersections, a way-marked
route system can help riders link trails without frequent map checks.

4. Share the Local
Knowledge

There’s nothing better than local knowledge, and tourists know that. Set up trail staff and
respected local riders as mountain bike ambassadors, and encourage them to provide visitors
with information and insider tips. Be sure they’re provided with a pocket full of trail maps and
additional training if needed.

5. Team Up with
Local Bike Shops

Tourists don’t want to work to find out where to ride, lodge, eat, and shop… they usually just
ask at the local bike shop. Shops can train their staff to be hospitality experts, which makes for
happy bikers and satisfied customers. Giving mountain bikers the lay of the land, telling them
where to park, and posting pictures of the area trailheads in the shop reduces travel hassle
and anxiety for first-time visitors.

6. Get Other
Local Businesses
Involved

Build community support for bicycle tourism by emphasizing the economic benefits. Cyclists
spend money on gas, food, lodging, and gear, and businesses that are friendly to riders will
reap the rewards. Help business leaders understand mountain biking by taking them on a tour
of your trails and introducing customers. Promote each other’s services.

7. C
 reate a
Cool Website

Mountain biking is a niche market, and mountain bikers have different needs than mass-market
travellers. Build a website that recognizes these differences with maps, updated trail conditions,
weather, discussion boards or blogs, trip planning tips, and photos and videos – including usersubmitted content.

8. O
 ffer Free
Trail Maps

Invest in a clear and simple map that doubles as a brochure. Coordinate the design with your
website and signage. Elevation profiles and concise ride descriptions are helpful, as are
estimates of ride difficulty, descriptions of ride features, and weather and safety considerations.
Maps should include parking and facility information.

9. Tell Great Stories

Offer expense-paid mountain bike trips for the media—not only to editors at cycling magazines
but also to editors at general magazines and journalists at daily newspapers. Work with your
local tourism bureau to get media contacts and develop a creative “pitch” to make your story
interesting. Keep in mind that everyone has trails—so be sure to highlight why yours are different.

10. P hotograph
your Trails
Professionally

A picture really is worth a thousand words. Commission a photographer to capture your trails on
film, and send slides or digital files to magazines, newspapers, and tourism bureaus. Riding
hotspots such as Wales and Crested Butte, Colorado, have built stellar reputations as mountain
bike destinations through photographs of happy riders on beautiful trails.

 evelop a Region- Tourists seek locations that offer a superior collection of their favourite activities. Work with
11. D
Wide Destination neighbouring towns to create a coordinated trail destination that gives visitors a week’s worth
of riding options.
12. T rack the
Numbers

To help ensure continued community buy-in and investment in infrastructure improvements, it is
essential to quantify your success. It will take several years of promoting and tracking to get an
accurate reading on the positive impact of bike tourism on your community, but this information
is essential in order to garner and maintain local support. Start by examining sales tax, lodging,
and traffic counts.

11. • Attachments
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